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Abstract
The thesis is composed of three chapters. The first chapter proposes that financial innovation
induces endogenous changes in the composition of market participants, which can both increase
the interest rate and reduce the risk premia earned on pre-existing assets. We consider an
exchange economy with endogenous participation. Competitive investors can freely borrow and
lend, but must pay a fixed entry cost to invest in risky assets. Security prices and the
participation structure are jointly determined in equilibrium. We show existence and constrained
optimality of equilibrium under general conditions, and then specialize to a CARA-normal
framework with finitely many risk factors. The model reconciles a number of features that have
characterized financial markets in the past three decades: substantial financial innovation; a
sharp increase in investor participation; improved risk management practices; an increase in
interest rates; and a reduction in the risk premium.
In the second chapter, we study the effect of margin constraints on volatility and welfare
in an intertemporal financial economy. We find that margin requirements do not necessarily
reduce market volatility and can generate non-monotonic redistributive effects. The setup allows
for full flexibility in setting margin requirements and is well suited to address regulatory issues.
We study in detail two types of margin rules. The uniform rule, in which margin constraints are
constant over time and states, and the practitioners' rule of tightening margin constraints in bear
markets and relaxing them in bull market. The results are compared with the first best rule in
which margin requirements are chosen just to prevent default.
In the third chapter, we consider a framework with mean-variance investors that face
margin and no short-selling constraints and can default on their pre-existing leveraged positions.
Margin calls and portfolio rebalancing create spillover-contagion effects across markets. A
negative shock in one specific asset can reduce prices of even uncorrelated assets with
unchanged fundamentals. We test this result across different forms of margin contracts typically
used in practice. Margin constraints can also generate a self-reinforcing mechanism that
amplifies price movements and create discontinuity in the price schedule.
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Chapter 1
Financial Innovation, Market
Participation and Asset Prices
1.1 Introduction
This paper proposes that an important consequence of financial innovation is to induce endoge-
nous changes in market participation, which can lead to an increase in both the interest rate
and a reduction of the risk premium. Our approach builds on two stylized facts. First, partic-
ipation in financial markets is costly. Corporate hedging requires the employment of experts
able to effectively reduce the firm's risk exposure using existing financial assets. Investors have
to sustain learning efforts, and expenses related to the opening and maintenance of accounts
with an exchange or a brokerage firm. Statutory and government regulations often create costly
barriers to the participation of institutional investors in some markets. Second, in an economy
with incomplete markets, financial innovation affects risk-sharing and investment opportunities.
For instance, options and futures can provide additional insurance against the price risk of com-
modities and financial assets.l Similarly, asset-backed securities allow lending institutions to
reduce their risk exposure to debt contracts such as mortgages, credit card receivables, airplane
and car leasing contracts. For this reason, the introduction of new assets affects individual
incentives to participate in financial markets.
'See for instance Ross (1976).
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We consider a two-period economy with incomplete markets and endogenous participation.
Agents can borrow or lend freely, but have to pay a fixed entry cost to invest in risky assets.
Financial innovation affects asset prices through increased spanning and the modified composi-
tion of market participants. We use a CARA-normal framework with a factor structure of risk
exposure, and show that it can reconcile a number of features that have characterized the US
economy in the past thirty years. These facts include substantial financial innovation, the sharp
increase in investor participation, improvements in risk-management practices, the increase of
real interest rates, and the reduction in the risk premium. 2 Our model proposes a precise expla-
nation for these phenomena. Under plausible conditions on the cross-sectional distribution of
risk, new financial instruments encourage more investors to participate in financial market, and
thus reduce the precautionary demand for savings and the covariance between consumption and
stock returns. This leads in equilibrium to a higher interest rate and a lower market premium.
Participation can also play an important role in spreading the effects of financial innovation
across markets. When a risk becomes insurable, highly exposed agents are willing to pay the
entry fee in order to reduce their exposure. If there are returns to scale in trading activity or
complementarities of learning, the new participants also trade other assets and can thus modify
the risk premia in other markets.
Section 2 introduces a simple asset pricing model with endogenous market participation.
Section 3 demonstrates the pricing and participation effects of financial innovation in a one
factor model of risk exposure. When the economies contains several factors, we show in Section
4 that financial innovation can spread across security markets and reduce the interest rate. A
calibrated example with Epstein-Zin utility is presented in Section 5. All proofs are given in
the Appendix.
1.1.1 Review of Previous Literature
This paper builds on two strands of the asset pricing literature, which have developed essentially
separately. First, researchers have examined how limited investor participation affects the prices
2 The recent decrease in the risk premium is reported in Blanchard (1993), Cochrane (1997), Fama and French
(2000), Vuolteenaho (2000), and Campbell and Shiller (2001). Similarly, Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1990) and
Honohan (2000) document a slight increase in real interest rates over the past three decades.
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of a fixed set of securities. Second, the price impact of financial innovation has been examined
both empirically and theoretically without consideration of participation. The novelty of this
paper is to combine these two lines of research in a simple and tractable framework. We show
that one of the main consequences of financial innovation could be its effect on participation,
which could induce a reduction in the risk premium. This potentially provides useful guidance
for future empirical research.
Research on limited participation was pioneered by Mankiw and Zeldes (1991), who reported
that only 28% of households owned stocks in 1984, and that only 47% of the households holding
other liquid assets in excess of $100, 000 held any equity. The fraction of households owning
stocks increases with income and education, implying that there could be fixed information
costs to participate in financial markets. The consumption of stockholders is also more volatile
and more highly correlated with the stock market than aggregate consumption. The distinction
between stockholders and non-stockholders therefore helps explain the equity premium puzzle.
Vissing-J0rgensen (1998) gives stronger empirical support for this result, and also documents
the increase of stockmarket participation in the US since 1945.
These empirical findings have prompted the development of theoretical models in which
participation is-restricted exogenously (Basak and Cuoco, 1998; Willen, 1997). In particular,
Basak and Cuoco (1998) consider a two-asset exchange economy and succeed in matching
the historical risk premium with a low coefficient of relative risk aversion. We improve on
their model by considering multiple risk factors and assets, and assuming that agents have
heterogeneous risk exposures. We also endogenize participation by considering fixed costs to
trading in financial markets. The entry-cost approach has been widely used in finance to
analyze issues such as portfolio choice (Campbell, Cocco, Gomes and Maenhoat, 2001), volatility
(Pagano, 1989; Allen and Gale, 1994b; Orosel, 1998), futures risk premia (Hirshleifer, 1989),
market size (Allen and Gale, 1990; Pagano, 1993), and the effect of social security reform on
capital accumulation (Abel, 2001). We use this setup to analyze how financial innovation affects
investor participation, market volatility, and asset prices.
The paper is also related to a line of research that examines the price impact of financial
innovation. Conrad (1989) and Detemple and Jorion (1990) find empirically that the introduc-
tion of new batches of options had a substantial price impact between 1973 and 1986. The
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effect is stronger for underlying stocks, but can also be observed for an industry index that
excludes the optioned stocks, and for the value of the market. Similar empirical evidence is
available for other countries and derivative markets (e.g. Jochum and Kodres, 1998). These
empirical findings have prompted a rich theoretical literature. In the presence of informational
asymmetries, the introduction of an option contract can be shown to affect the volatility of the
underlying stock (e.g. Stein, 1987; Grossman, 1989; Detemple and Selden, 1991). Another line
of research focuses on the risk-sharing component of new options when all investors participate
in financial markets (Detemple and Jorion, 1988; Huang and Wang, 1997).
Although our model can be applied to a variety of settings, the primary focus is the long-
term effect of innovation on market participation and the risk premium. Intuition suggests that
the price of a diversified portfolio of assets may be more influenced by risk-sharing than by
information asymmetries. It is well-known, however, that risk-sharing models with exogenous
participation have difficulties explaining the dynamics of the risk premium when new assets are
introduced. For instance in standard CAPM economies, financial innovation does not affect
the relative price of risky assets relative to bonds (Oh, 1996; Willen, 1997), but increases the
interest rate (Elul, 1997; Calvet, 2001; Angeletos and Calvet, 2001). Innovation thus cannot
explain in these models the recent decline of the risk premium documented in the literature.
We will show that this effect can be reversed when participation is endogenized.
1.2 A Model of Endogenous Market Participation
We examine an exchange economy with two periods (t = 0, 1) and a single perishable good. The
economy is stochastic, and all random variables are defined on a probability space (, F, P).
During his life, each agent h receives an exogenous random endowment eh = (eh, eh) , which cor-
responds for instance to a stochastic labor income. Investors have preferences over consumption
streams (co, ch), which are represented by a utility function Uh (co, ).
This paper places no restriction on the set of agents H, which can be finite or infinite. To
provide a uniform treatment, we endow the space H with a measure u that satisfies u (H) = 1.
This is equivalent to viewing each element of H as a type, and the measure as a probability
distribution over all possible types.
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At date t = 0, agents can exchange two types of real securities. First, they can trade a
riskless asset costing ro = 1/R in date t = 0 and delivering one unit of the good with certainty
at date t = 1. Note that R is the gross interest rate. Second, there also exist J risky assets
(j = 1, ...J) with price 7rj and random payoff Ej. We assume for simplicity that all assets are in
zero net supply.3 Investors can freely operate in the bond market but have to pay a fixed entry
cost X in order to invest in one or more risky assets. Note that this assumption is consistent
with complementarities of learning in trading activities, and the results of the paper easily
generalize to more flexible specifications of the entry cost. Investors are price-takers both in
their entry and portfolio decisions, and there are no constraints on short sales. Let r denote
the vector of risky asset prices, and 0h the vector of risky assets bought (or sold) by investor
h. We also consider the dummy variable l{GhO)} equal to 1 if 0 h f 0, and equal to 0 otherwise.
The agent is subject to the budget constraints
C + o/lR o + X. *h+ Slu Co) = eh,
Ch = h + oh + a. 0 h.
These equations are standard, except for the presence of the entry cost in the resource constraint
at date 0. We determine the optimal choice (Co, h, oh, oh ) by calculating the consumption-
portfolio decision under entry and no-entry. Comparing the resulting utility levels yields the
optimal participation decision.
Let eo = fS ehd(h) and e = fs ehd/(h) denote the average income of the entire population.
Definition 1. A general equilibrium with endogenous participation (GEEP) consists of an
interest rate R, a price vector 7r, and a collection of optimal plans (ct, ah, o, oh)hEH such that
1. The good market clears in every state: fH(coh+nl{Gho})d/u(h) = eo, and fH Eh (w) d/i(h) =
e (w) for all w E Q.
2. The asset markets clear: fH Ohd4(h) = 0.
Under free participation (n = 0), the definition coincides with the traditional concept of general
equilibrium under incomplete markets (GEI). With positive entry costs, a GEEP equilibrium
sThis is only a modeling convention. As will become apparent, the model in fact endogenizes the number of
securities supplied by issuers.
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differs from a GEI through two different channels. First, agents have different budget sets and
endogenously make their participation decisions. Second, trading activities use some of society's
resources and thus crowd out private consumption, as seen in the market clearing condition at
date t = 0. This phenomenon, which we call the displacement effect, probably plays a minor
role in actual economies. Extensions of our model could transfer a fraction of trading fees to
certain consumers (such as exchange owners), or seek to provide a more detailed description of
the financial industry.
The existence and constrained efficiency of equilibrium are shown in Appendix A. In order
to analyze the effect of financial innovation on participation and prices, we now specialize
to the tractable class of CARA-normal economies. Investors have identical utility U(co, c) =
u(co) + 3Fu () , where
1
u(c) = -- exp (--c) (1.1)
Individual endowments and the payoffs of risky assets are jointly normal. The securities generate
a linear subspace in the set L2(n) of square-integrable random variables. We assume without
loss of generality that the risky assets are centered and mutually independent: (l, ..,aJ) 
A (0, I). Let A denote the span of the risky assets, and A' the subspace orthogonal to all
securities (including the bond). Projections will play an important role in the discussion, and
it will be convenient to denote by fVthe projection of a random variable x on a subspace V.
1.2.1 Individual Entry Decision
We solve the decision problem of an individual trader h by calculating the consumption - port-
folio choice under entry and no-entry. Consider the tradable security mA -(R/y) EJ 1 rjj,
which is determined by risk aversion and market prices. We show in Appendix B:
Theorem 1. When participating in the risky asset market, the investor buys
p R _ eh _ K _ r hp + () [Var(hA) + ar(A)
o = +R 2 u
units of the bond, and &!'p = -Cov(aj, Eh) - R7rj/y units of risky asset j. Consumption is
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then
C,p = E ehh + 0hp + A + hAi (1.2)
in the second period.
We can infer from (1.2) that the investor exchanges the marketable component hA of her income
risk for the tradable portfolio mfA, which allows an optimal allocation of risk and return. Because
markets are incomplete, she is also constrained to bear the undiversifiable income risk hA-.
Investment in the riskless asset is the sum of two components, which correspond to in-
tertemporal smoothing and the precautionary motive. First, the agent uses the riskless asset to
reallocate her expected income stream between the two periods. Note that she compensates for
any discrepancy between her subjective discount factor and the interest rate. Second, she saves
more when future prospects are more uncertain. As will be seen in the next section, financial
innovation affects this precautionary component by modifying the riskiness of the portfolio fnA
and by reducing the undiversifiable income risk hA'.
The consumption of the non-participating investor is obtained from Theorem 1 by setting
A = {0} and n = 0.
Proposition 1. 1Tien not trading risky assets, the investor saves
h.n +R e +ln(R,) +2 Var ( )] (1.3)
in the first period, and consumes h,n = -E + S.n in the second.
The non-participating agent bears all the endowment risk in her final consumption. The pre-
cautionary demand for the bond therefore depends on the whole variance of future income.
The investor makes her participation choice by comparing utility under entry and no-
entry. In the CARA-normal case, this reduces to maximizing the certainty equivalent IE -
'yVar(ch)/2. As shown in the Appendix, the benefit of trading risky assets is yVar (hA - fA) /2,
while the opportunity cost is R. This leads to
10
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Figure 1-1: Geometry of the Entry Condition
Theorem 2. The investor trades risky assets if
Var (hA - A) > KR, (1.4)
2
and is indifferent between entry and no-entry when the relation holds as an equality.
Relation (1.4) has a simple geometric interpretation in L2 (Q2), which is illustrated in figure
1-1. The agent trades risky assets if the distance between her income risk ehA and her optimal
portfolio mfA is larger than 2iR/7y.
The theorem has a natural interpretation when all agents have a positive exposure to certain
classes of risks. Investors with low exposure to marketable shocks buy the corresponding assets
to earn a risk premium; these agents are called speculators. On the other hand, agents with a
high risk exposure will hedge by selling the corresponding risky assets; these agents are called
hedgers or issuers. The model thus closely matches the type of risk-sharing examined in the
futures and options literature.
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1.2.2 Equilibrium
Let P C H denote the set of participants in the risky asset market. When the class of indifferent
agents has measure zero, Theorem 2 implies that
P7 =h E H: yVar(EhA _ii A)/2 > R}. (1.5)
Market participants can have different income risk characteristics than the entire population.
We will show in Sections 3 and 4 that this difference is a driving element of the model.4
While denotes the mean income in the population, we define the average endowment among
participants as
p= J hdP(h),
where P is the conditional measure .L/ (7P) if /,i (P) > 0, and identically zero otherwise.
In equilibrium, the common consumption risk fmA must coincide with the average tradable
income risk of participants:
MA = pA. (1.6)
We also show
Theorem 3. In equilibrium, an asset is worth
(a) = Ea - yCov(, a)]/R. (1.7)
The interest rate satisfies
lnR=lnRo+7-y(P ) [+2 Var (hA A) d(h) (1.8)
where In Ro = In (1/) + -y(E e - eo) - y2 u Var (h) dA(h)/2.
The participation set and asset prices are thus jointly determined by (1.5) - (1.8).
The entry condition (1.4) suggests that a lower entry fee or improved spanning tend to
encourage entry. For instance when the entry cost X is infinite, no agent trades risky assets and
4Mankiw and Zeldes (1991) show the empirical importance of this distinction.
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the equilibrium interest rate equals Ro.5 As in the standard CAPM, an asset is valuable if it
provides a good hedge against the average income risk P of participants. Since participation
is endogenous in our setup, financial innovation can change the market endowment P, and
therefore the relative price r(6,)/R - 1 = E a - yCov(EP, a) of a risky asset relative to the bond.
The possible effect of financial innovation on A and the risk premium is one of the driving
elements of the model, which crucially relies on the endogeneity of participation.
The equilibrium interest rate R is influenced by two economic effects corresponding to the
last two terms of equation (1.8). First, the interest rate tends to be high when more first period
resources ma (P) are absorbed in the entry process. The second term of (1.8) corresponds
to the precautionary motive. To illustrate this point, recall that the variance of individual
consumption is Var(EPA) + Var(hA ) if an agent participates, and Var(6hA) + Var(a hA )
otherwise. Entry reduces on average the variance of consumption by
J Var (EhA) dAP(h) - Var (PA) = JV ar (ahA - &PA) dpP(h).
When this term is large, for instance because many agents participate or many hedging instru-
ments are available, the financial markets permit agents to greatly reduce their risk exposure.
This dampens their precautionary motive and reduces the demand for the riskless asset, leading
to an increase in the equilibrium interest rate. 7
Theorem 3 also provides some preliminary intuition on the effect of financial innovation. For
instance, the equilibrium set of participants may not increase monotonically with the financial
structure. This is because the entry condition (1.4) depends on the endogenous variables P
and R. When new assets are added, a participating agent h may leave the market because the
distance between ehA and ipA has shrunk or the interest rate has increased. We will provide
examples of such behaviors in Sections 3 and 4.
The effect of financial innovation on the interest rate can be predicted when P remains
5More generally, consider .rn(A) = (y/2Ro) suphEH Var (EhA). It is easy to show that when > ,max(A),
the economy has a unique equilibrium, in which no agent trades risky assets. On the other hand if re < Imx (A),
any equilibrium has a non-negligible set of participants.
6When the set of traders is fixed, an increase in the asset span has no effect on the relative price 7r(a)/R - l,
as noted in Oh (1996).
7This equation is thus consistent with the well-known effect that financial innovation increases the interest
rate when the participation structure is exogenous (Weil, 1992; Elul, 1997; Calvet, 2001).
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constant.
Proposition 2. When financial innovation leaves the mean endowment P unchanged, the
interest rate is higher in the new equilibrium.
The proof has a straightforward intuition. Financial innovation and a decrease in the interest
rate would both encourage entry and lead, by (1.8), to a higher interest rate - a contradiction.
Thus if the participants' average endowment does not vary, existing asset prices necessarily
decrease with financial innovation. Changes in EP thus play a crucial role in determining the
impact of financial innovation on asset prices. To better understand this role, we introduce in
the next sections a factor model of risk exposure.
1.3 Economies with A Unique Risk Factor
We consider in this section a class of economies with a unique risk factor . The factor can
be viewed as a macroeconomic shock that affects the incomes of all agents. The endowment of
each investor h is of the form
Eh = Eeh + h (1.9)
where the coefficient oh is called the individual loading.8 The factor and the asset payoffs
are jointly normal. We also assume without loss of generality that A r 1(0, 1), and that the
average loading S° = fR (Pdt(o) in the population is non negative.
When financial markets are incomplete, the common factor is only partially spanned by
existing securities. Its projection on the asset span A = J= CO(EA, aj)dj can be viewed as
the tradable component of the factor. The corresponding variance
a = Var( A)
is a useful index of market completeness, which is contained between 0 and 1 since has a unit
variance. We observe that a = 0 when there are no risky assets, and a = 1 when markets
are complete. The coefficient a has a natural empirical interpretation. We can calculate EA
sPurely idiosyncratic shocks are ruled out in this section for expositional simplicity.
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by regressing the factor ¢ on the asset payoffs. The coefficient of determination R 2 is then an
estimate of the completeness index a. The model has a natural interpretation when the factor
represents a GDP or market risk that is not directly tradable on organized exchanges (Roll,
1977; Athanasoulis and Shiller, 2000). New assets then help market participants hedge more
closely the risk , and thus imply an increase in the index a.9
The distribution of the loading co in the population is specified by a measure l on the real
line. To clarify the intuition, we also assume that /i has a density f(G) with support [0, oo).l °O
Consider an economy with parameters ai E (0, 1] and r E (0, oo).11 The average endowment of
participants takes the form P = IE P + pPZ, where
pP = f fdlP(9). (1.10)
A participant consumes 4 = IE c-n + S ± ehA' in the second period. The covariance between
an asset a and individual consumption, Cov( -h, a) = poPCov(i, E), is thus determined by the
endogenous variable o. We will see that financial innovation can modify Tp and therefore
alter the risk premium. In this sense, our model endogenizes the fluctuations in the covariance
between aggregate consumption and the stock market considered by Santos and Veronesi (2001).
Their empirical work indicates that these changes may have played a major role in recent
movements in the equity premium.
VATe easily infer the equilibrium equations from the previous section. The participation set
P = (-oo, P - Al U [p + A,+ oo) (1.11)
is the union of two half-lines that are equidistant from SpP by length
A = 2 iR/ (y). (1.12)
gSimilarly, many macroeconomic variables, such as GDP or inflation, are observed with measurement errors
and lags. Improvements in national accounting can lead to more precise hedging instruments and a corresponding
increase in c.
'°The theorems of the section apply directly to densities f (o) that have arbitrary unbounded supports. Many
results also generalize to measures containing point masses.
Degenerate values of a and . are discussed in the Appendix.
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The equilibrium interest rate satisfies
In R = In Ro + y(P) + Varp() (1.13)
L 2 J
where Varp() = p(O- P) 2d/P() denotes the variance of the participants' loadings. An
equilibrium is thus a triplet (R, A, oP) satisfying equations (1.10) - (1.13).
Consistent with previous terminology, agents with loadings o < ~cP - A are speculators who
increase their consumption risk in order to earn a higher return. Conversely, agents 9 > p +A
are hedgers who trade risky assets to reduce their exposure to the factor. The consumption
loading coP determines the risk premium. Consider an asset a, 7r(a) > 0, that positively covaries
with the factor. The asset has random (gross) return R, = E/7r(a) and relative risk premium
EFRa - R yepCov(a, E)
R Ea - ypPCov(, )'
We observe that the premium is an increasing function of FP.
The following facts simplify the equilibrium calculation.
Property 1. For any A > 0, there exists a unique oP(A) satisfying equations (1.10) and
(1.11). Furthermore when the loading density verifies the skewness condition
f(pP -A) > f(p+tA), (1.14)
the center of gravity cp(A) locally increases with A.
We denote by 7PA the participation set corresponding to a given length A. It is easy to show
Property 2. The set PA is decreasing: [A < A'] > [PA, C PA].
The sets PA are thus nested, and the parameter A provides a precise ordering of set of partici-
pants. A high value of A corresponds to a small set PA and thus a low fraction /,(PA) of market
participants. We will see that only the uniqueness of IoP(A) extends to multifactor economies.
In order to develop intuition, we consider the simpler model in which the interest rate R is
exogenous. Equilibrium is then fully determined by A. A higher completeness index a reduces
16
Figure 1-2: Effect on Participation of a Decrease in A
the length A = 2iKR/(AOy), and thus increases the participation set. The reduction in A implies
a smaller consumption loading cp' and thus a smaller risk premium when the skewness condition
(1.14) holds. Figure 1-2 illustrates the intuition underlying this result. When A decreases, the
skewness of the loading density implies that more agents enter to the left (speculators) than to
the light (hedgers) of yP, which pushes down the average consumption loading op. A majority
of the new entrants thus buy the factor's marketable component EA, bid up its price, and thus
drive down the risk premium. The fixed interest rate model thus illustrates the role of the
loading density f(%o) on the comparative statics of asset prices.
The equilibrium analysis requires more care in the full-fledged model in which the interest
rate is endogenous. We infer from Properties 1 and 2 that an equilibrium corresponds to the
intersection of the two curves
R 1(A) = cvyA 2/(2i), (1.15)
R2(A) = Roexp{'y,(PA) ['c+C (VarAcp)/ 2 ]}, (1.16)
in the (A, R) plane. These functions respectively express the entry decision and the equilibrium
of the bond market. We observe that the quadratic polynomial R1(A) increases with A, and
infer from Property 2 that R 2(A) is decreasing. This helps establish
Theorem 4. There exists a unique equilibrium.
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Figure 1-3: Equilibrium of the One-Factor Economy
The geometric interpretation of equilibrium is illustrated in figure 1-3.
This graph helps analyze the equilibrium effect of financial innovation. An increase in a
pushes up both curves in figure 1-3, implying a higher interest rate and an ambiguous change
in the participation parameter A.
Theorem 5. The riskless rate R increases with financial innovation. As a increases from 0
to 1, the set of participants P is either monotonically increasing; or there exists oe* (0, 1)
such that participation increases on [0, a*] and decreases on [a*, 1].
The two possible behaviors are illustrated in figure 1-4. The ambiguous effect of financial
innovation on market participation has a simple intuition. On one hand, a higher a increases
the benefit ary(oh- pP) 2 /2 of trading risky assets and thus encourages entry. On the other hand,
new assets reduce the precautionary motive and increase the interest rate, which discourages
participation. The overall movement depends on the sensitivity of the curves R1 and R2 to the
innovation parameter a. Let x,, = din X/d in a denote the elasticity of an endogenous quantity
X. We infer from equation (1.15) that eA,a = (ER, - 1)/2. Financial innovation thus increases
the set of participants (EA,a < 0) when its impact on the interest rate is weak (R, < 1).
The effect of innovation on the risk premium is easily examined. Consistent with figure 1-2,
we show
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Figulre 1-4: Effect of Financial Innovation on the Fraction of Participants. The distri-
bution of income risk is specified by a lognormal distribution: ln p - N(0, c2). The solid curve
corresponds to = 0.8, and the dashed curve to o = 1. The other parameters of the economies
are y = 1, = 1 and 3 = 1.
Proposition 3. The relative risk premium locally decreases with financial innovation if
EA,a [f(p, -pA) - f(op + A)] < 0.
This result is analogous to the condition derived in the exogenous interest rate case, but now
controls for the sign of participation changes. While Proposition 3 is local, we can also guarantee
a global decline in the relative risk premium.
Theorem 6. As a varies from 0 to 1, the relative risk premium monotonically declines if the
loading density f (p) decreases on its support and satisfies y2(VaTrH)/2 < 1.
The second condition guarantees that the elasticity of R2(A) with respect to a is sufficiently
small.
The results of this section reconcile a number of changes that have been observed in the US
financial markets in the past thirty years: substantial financial innovation; a sharp increase in
investor participation; improved risk management practices; a slight increase in interest rates; a
reduction in the risk premium. Our model proposes a precise explanation for these facts. New
financial instruments have encouraged investors to participate in financial markets, which has
led to a reduction in the precautionary motive and in the systematic market risk. These two
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effects have in turn increased the interest rate and reduced the market risk premium. 2 We
observe that the argoument developed in this paper is based on the fact that the consumption of
new entrants is less correlated with the risk factor than the consumption of original stockholders.
This result is consistent with the finding of Mankiw and Zeldes (1991), who show that the
consumption of stockholders tends to be more correlated with the market than the consumption
of non-stockholders. As financial innovation, in the form of either new assets or lower transaction
costs, leads more people to enter the market, we therefore expect that the risk premium will
fall.
In this section, financial innovation consisted of providing a better hedge against a common
risk factor. In practice, however, innovation often permits agents to hedge against a type of
risk that had been previously uninsurable. For this reason, the rest of this paper examines a
multifactor model of risk.
1.4 Multifactor Economies
We now consider an economy with a finite number of risk factors (E1, .., EL), which correspond to
macroeconomic or sectoral shocks to individual income. For instance, E1 could be an aggregate
risk, and 2, .. , EL could correspond to industry or firm-specific shocks. We specify the income
of each investor h as
L
eh= e ±h+ 2ee , (1.17)
£=1
and denote by h = (Sh..., PL) the vector of individual loadings. The risk factors and asset
payoffs are jointly normal. We normalize the factors to have unit variances and no mutual
correlation: (1, .., L) Ar (0, I). The distribution of factor loadings in the population is
specified by a continuous density f (o) on RL.
When markets are incomplete, the factors may not be fully tradable and it is useful to
consider their projections A = Sj=l Cov (e, &j) 5j on the asset span. As in the one factor case,
we interpret A as the marketable component of factor , which can be estimated empirically
'
2Like models with exogenously restricted participation (Vissing-Jorgensen, 1997; Basak and Cuoco, 1998),
our framework helps explain the equity premium puzzle. The risk premium is MPo = E/[EJE - ay(¢)2 ] under
free entry ( = 0). When participation is costly ( > 0), the market premium MP is larger than M4P° if WP > S,
which holds under the assumptions of Theorem 8.
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by regressing e on the asset payoffs. These projections are conveniently stacked in a vector
A = (A, .., EL). The covariance matrix
EA = Var (A)
is a generalized index of market completeness, whose diagonal coefficients ae = Var (e) quan-
tify the insurable fraction of each factor. We assume for simplicity that the projected factors
are mutually uncorrelated: Cov(S, =) = 0 for all distinct and k. This hypothesis will make
it more striking that the improved marketability of factor e can affect the risk premium on an
uncorrelated component A. The covariance matrix is then diagonal:
1
HA = 
It is equal to zero when there are no assets, and to the identity matrix when markets are
complete.
The equilibrium calculation follows directly from the results of Section 2. The specification
of individual income (1.17) implies that the mean endowment of participants is
L
= e-P + E(1.18)
e=
Note that each X represents the traders' average exposure to the corresponding factor. Since
Var (ehA _ PA) = Ze ae(pi g-,p)2 the participation set can be written as
up = {e 2 i e pe-)2 1 eR (1.19)
Its boundary is an ellipsoid when all the coefficients at are strictly positive. 13 The lengths Ae =
/2R/(ol e7y) along each axis depend on both the hedging coefficient ae and the endogenous
interest rate, which satisfies the market clearing condition (1.8). As in the one factor case,
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13The boundary of P is a cylinder otherwise.
Theorem 7. There exists a unique equilibrium.
The proof first establishes that the lengths A = (A, l.., AL) define a unique participation set PA.
Unlike the one factor case, however, the set PA need not be decreasing in each component Ai
because the ellipsoid can move in more than one direction. WVe show that the equilibrium of the
bond market uniquely determines the interest rate R and thus the lengths Ae = V/2R/ (cy).
The proof also provides a simple algorithm for the numerical computation of equilibrium.
1.4.1 Differential Effects of Financial Innovation
We now examine the comparative statics of equilibrium with respect to financial innovation.
This subsection focuses for simplicity on an economy with two risk factors 1l and 22. Consider
an asset = IE , + A with a positive price that is only correlated with the first shock. By
Theorem 3, the asset has relative risk premium
ERk R _ ycpo7i
= R Ea (1.20)
Consider how this ratio is affected by an increase in the marketability of the second factor. If
participation were exogenous, the consumption loading e would be a constant parameter, and
the improved spanning of e2 would not affect the premium on the asset. In our model, however,
financial innovation can affect the consumption loading p and the premium (1.20) even though
a and 2 are statistically independent.
To illustrate the dynamics of participation, consider an economy in which only the asset
a = IE a + s is initially traded. Non-participants consist of agents whose loading o1 is close
to the average e. When the second factor 2 becomes marketable, agents with loading T02
sufficiently distant from the mean e2 sustain the entry cost in order to modify their exposure.
In particular, the new participants trade the asset a& to achieve an optimal level of diversification,
and can thus modify the covariance between the participants' consumption and the first factor.
The risk premium on declines if a majority of the new entrants have a small exposure to sl
and thus bid up the price of the asset. We observe this type of behavior when companies start
trading derivative instruments for hedging purposes and then, once acquired a certain level of
expertise, act as speculators in financial markets unrelated with their main businesses.
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Figure 1-5: Effect of the Hedging Coefficient cQ2 on the Average Loadings ~[ and
p2P, and the Fraction of Participants 4/ (P) . The distribution of income risk is specified
as f(cpl,0o2) = g(W1)S(P 2 ), The function g is the density of log-normal variable Z: lnZ
A/(-2, 0.4). The other parameters of the economy are: al = 0.7, y = 1, / = 0.95, = 0.0005,
implying Ro = 1.02641.
We confirm the validity of this analysis by numerical simulations. The density of factor
loadings is specified as the product of two identical log-normals: f(wO) = g(l01)g(cp2). Note
that this rules out correlation in the distribution of factor loadings across the population. The
bivariate density f () has support on the non-negative orthant and is skewed towards the origin.
We report representative simulations in figures 1-5. As 2 varies from 0 to 1, the fraction of
participants strongly increases. The mean loadings 'p and p are both decreasing, and the
effect is substantially stronger for p2, which is in the direction of innovation. The decline of the
average loadings reduces the risk premia and thus increase the price of risky securities correlated
to the factors. The interest rate exhibits a very modest increase from 2.01% to 2.03% and is
thus unreported. Figure 1-6 illustrates the corresponding movement of the participation set.
When a2 increases, the length of the ellipse along the vertical axis decreases. Since the density
f is skewed towards the origin, the new entrants tend to have a low risk exposure to both
factors, and thus reduce the consumption loadings of participants. We observe in particular
that the decline in Wp is much larger than the decline in Ao.
The differential effect of financial innovation is one the main novelties of multifactor econ-
omy. It distinguishes the introduction of sector-specific securities or hedging instruments from
changes that jointly affect all security markets, such as a reduction in taxes or in transaction
costs. Differential effects could for instance help explain empirical findings on the price impact
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Figure 1-6: Effect of o2 on the Set of Participants
of new hedging instruments. Conrad (1989) and Detemple and Jorion (1990) thus report that
the introduction of batches of options move the underlying stocks by 2 to 3%, the industries by
1.5%, and have a lesser but significant influence of the market.4
This section developed the main properties of multifactor economies. Financial innovation
can differentially spread across markets and cause a decline in the risk premia earned on the
factors. We now assess the potential empirical applications of these results by performing some
simple simulations.
1.5 A Calibrated Example with Epstein-Zin Utility
For calibration purposes, we find it useful to extend the model to Epstein-Zin utilities of the
type:
-e-XCO - f[ e-C]jx/'
where y and X are positive and typically distinct coefficients. The agent maximizes -e -XCO -
e-XC when reallocating through time a deterministic income flow, while atemporal risky choices
only depends on Ee- 'C. When future consumption is normally distributed, we can rewrite the
14 Detemple and Jorion report that for each of the 53 days on which batches of options are introduced, the
market index increases by about 1 percent. See Allen and Gale (1994a) for a review of the empirical literature
on the pricing effects of financial innovation.
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Epstein-Zin utility as
-e-X(co _ 3e-X([E'-fVar(c/21
We show in Appendix that the entry condition /Var(hA -_ A)/2 > R and the pricing
equation r(a) = ii - yCov(P,a)]/R are unchanged. The equilibrium of the bond market
now implies the modified equation:
in R = n Ro + Xu(p) I + ci=arp(loi) 
where n Ro = n(1/3P) +X(IEF-eo)- (-x/ 2) 1 IE(o). This allows to consider economies with
substantial variations in ?P and the market premium, and smaller movements in the interest
rate.
We now turn to the specification of the risk distribution. The first risk -1 is an aggregate
shock to which all investors are positively exposed, while the second risk 2 is idiosyncratic.
The exposure of society to this risk is zero in the aggregate (2 = 0), and the density of risk
exposure f2(Po2) is symmetric around 0. We begin with an economy in which only the aggregate
risk 1 is (partially) insurable by trading a security, called stock. When a futures contract is
introduced to hedge the idiosyncratic risk, the induced changes in market participation can
substantially reduce the risk premium on the stock, as is now shown.
The random income of an agent in the second period is specified as
h = e(l + lE1) + 92-
The factor loading %o = leh h> 0 is thus proportional to the expected income e0. The aggregate
endowment in period 1 is then
= eo(l + a1E 1).
Note that for simplicity this specification assumes no expected growth between the two periods.
Without loss of generality, we normalize mean income to eo = 1. The utility coefficients 7 and
X-1 thus coincide with the relative risk aversion and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution
at the mean endowment. The quantity is is interpreted as the fraction of mean income e0 used
in the entry process.
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Figure 1-7: Calibration of a Two-Factor Economy. Individual labor income is exposed to
an aggregate risk sl and an idiosyncratic shock e2. The aggregate shock is partially insurable
(a = 0.5). The idiosyncratic shock is uncorrelated to existing asset when a2 = 0 and is fully
insurable when Ce2 = 1. The calibration parameters are , = 0.96, ' = 10, X = 0.5, c = 0.8%,
a = 4% and 02 = 10%.
As in the previous section, the cross-sectional density of risk is specified by f(O l, P2) =
fl (9l)f2(90 2 ). This implies independent exposure to the aggregate and idiosyncratic uncertainty
across the population. We assume that the density of the idiosyncratic shock f2 (p2 ) is a centered
Gaussian A/(0, o2). This implies that 2 = °2 = 0 in equilibrium. The density of the factor
loading rSl satisfies f(ol 1) = allgp( 1 /l), where g is the density of income. We specify g as
the density of a log-normal random variable Z, In Z - A/'(,z, of). Since mean income is equal
to 1, it must be that fz + o2/2 = 0. We choose /z = -0.25, which corresponds to a Gini
coefficient equal to 0.4.
We report a representative simulation in figure 1-7. The relative risk aversion is set equal
to y = 10, and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is X- 1 = 2. We choose the discount
factor y = 0.96, and the transaction cost K = 0.8%. The standard deviation of aggregate
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income growth is aol = 0.04, and the standard deviation of f2 is 2 = 0.10. We assume that the
aggregate shock is only partially tradable and set the coefficient to the constant value a = 0.5.
This number is roughly consistent with the correlation between the aggregate labor income
shock and the NYSE value-weighted stock return reported in Campbell, Cocco, Gomes and
Maenhout (2001). We choose the stock as a traded asset of the form a = 1 +xEf. The weighting
coefficient x is chosen to obtain a risk premium 1Ra - R equal to 7% before the introduction of
the futures contract ( 2 = 0). This corresponds to the real yield on the index over the period
1889-1978. In the absence of a futures market, the economy roughly matches the historical
data. The standard deviation of the stock return is [Var(R )]1/2 - 15%, implying a Sharpe
ratio of about 1/2. The real interest rate R is equal to 1%. These results are fully consistent
with the data reported in the literature (Mehra and Prescott, 1985; Campbell, Lettau, Malkiel
and Xu, 2001).
The simulations show that the risk premium on the stock declines from 7% to 4.5% as a 2
increases from 0 to 1. This is the key result of this calibration. Providing insurance against the
idiosyncratic shock substantially decreases the risk premium through changes in participation.
The volatility of the stock return stays almost constant at 15% consistent with the findings of
Campbell, Lettau, Mallkiel and Xu, (2001). The real interest rate increases from 1% to 3.8%.
The direction of this change is probably consistent with the increase in real rates reported in
the literature (Barro and Sala-i-Martin), although its magnitude is probably slightly too high.
This could be improved by increasing the elasticity of intertemporal substitution X-1 above its
current value of 2. The fraction of participants increases dramatically from 8% to 70%, while
the unreported coefficient ypo declines from 6.6% to 4.2%.
1.6 Conclusion
This paper developed a tractable asset pricing model with endogenous participation. Investors
can freely borrow and lend, but must pay a fixed entry cost to invest in risky assets. Market
participants use the risky securities to earn a risk premium and partially share the risks of
their heterogeneous incomes. A system of closed-form equations determine the equilibrium
security prices and participation structure. The introduction of new assets encourages investor
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to participate in financial markets for hedging and diversification purposes. Under plausible
conditions on the cross-sectional distribution of risk, the new entrants reduce the covariance
between stock returns and the mean consumption of participants, leading to a lower market
premium.
This work suggests several extensions for further research. First, it would be useful to extend
the model to a multiperiod framework. This would help us understand the timing of market
participation and provide more precise calibration results. Another extension could endogenize
financial innovation in the line of Allen and Gale (1994 a, b). We will then obtain a model in
which the creation of new security markets, investor participation, and transaction/entry costs
are fully determined in equilibrium. This should provide a finer understanding of the market
dynamics, and of the welfare implications of government policies affecting financial innovation
and investor participation. Empirical extensions are also considered and will be the object of
future work.
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1.7 Appendix A - Existence and Efficiency of Equilibrium
The existence of equilibrium can be established when the state space Q = {1, .., S} is finite and
the economy satisfies standard hypotheses. Assume that the utility function Uh of every agent
is continuous, strongly monotone and strictly quasi-concave on Rs+ 1. At prices where agents
are indifferent between entry (oh # 0) and no-entry (oh = 0), individual demand consists of two
distinct points, which may lead to discontinuities in aggregate demand. This difficulty can be
solved by making the following convexifying hypothesis. There is a finite number of individual
types h = 1, .., H, and a continuum of agents in each type. We can then show
Theorem A.1. There exists a GEEP equilibrium.
Under standard conditions (Aumann, 1966), this result extends to any economy with a contin-
uum of agents.
As in the GEI case, equilibrium allocations are usually Pareto inefficient because the ab-
sence of certain markets induces incomplete risk-sharing. With two periods and a single good,
however, GEI allocations are known to satisfy a limited or constrained form of efficiency. No
social planner can improve the utility of all agents when income transfers are constrained to
belong to the asset span. This limited form of efficiency easily generalizes to our setting.
Definition. An allocation (Co, ah)hH is called feasible if and only if
l. For all h, there exists (0, h) E xi such that 0h = eh+ + h
2. f(Co + /IU{Oho})d(h) = eo, and f h (w) d(h) = e (w) for all w E Q.
We can then introduce
Definition. A feasible allocation (c h , ah)hEH is called constrained Pareto-efficient if no other
feasible allocation makes all agents strictly better off.
We now prove that any equilibrium allocation is constrained Pareto-efficient.
Theorem A.2. An equilibrium allocation is constrained Pareto-efficient.
The theorem implies that the introduction of a new asset cannot make all agents worse off.
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1.7.1 Proof of Theorem A.1
We base our argument on the existence proof provided by Hens (1991) for the standard GEI
case.
Individual Excess Demand
Given po > 0 and a vector (ro, r) of asset prices, it is convenient to define q = (o, ro, 7r) and
the budget set
B (q) { (Co, oh, ): p oo + o Kl{ho}) 7oo X. h < poe 
The no-arbitrage set
Q= (~poiroi~ E~ 6R + l there exists A E 1$+ such that
Q = (Po,7r, 7r) E R++ x Rj+1 +
7rj = A.aj for all j = O,.., J
is an open convex cone of 1RJ+2, and it is useful to consider its closure
there exists A E s such thatQ -= (po, ro,r) E It x Rj+1 +.
7rj = A.aj for all j = O, .. , J
Given q E Q, we can calculate the excess demands ZhP(q) - [cO(q) + i - eh, h(q),hP(q)]
and Zn(q) = [cn'(q) - eh, 90n(q), hn(q)] of a participating and non-participating agent of type
h. Given a participation decision d E {p, n}, the excess demand function Zhd(q) is continuous,
homogeneous of degree 0, and satisfies Walras' law. We can then define the excess demand
correspondence
zhp(q) if Vh [Zh(q)] > Vh [zhn(q)]
Zh(q) = ZnL(q) if Vh [Zhp(q)] < Vh [Zhn(q)]
[ZhP(q),Zhn(q)] if Vh [Zhp(q)] = Vh [Zhn(q)]
where Vh(z) denotes the utility Uh(co, Fh + 0o + .0) associated to an excess demand strategy
Z = [co + Kl{So } - eh, go, &]. We observe that Zh(q) is homogeneous of degree 0, upper hemi-
continuous and satisfies Walras' law.
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Consider a vector ~ E Q\Q, 4 0 0, and a sequence {qn loo1 of elements of Q converging to
q. We want to show that inf{llzlI ;z E Zh(qn)} T +oo. Proceed by contradiction and assume
that there exists a bounded sequence {Znk }=o0, znk E Zh (qnk) for all k. The sequence {z"k } 0O
has then a cluster point 3. Without loss of generality, it is convenient to henceforth neglect
subsequence notation and directly assume that zn -+ 3. Given x E Bh(q), we know that x is
the limit of a sequence {xn}, x'n Bh(qn). Since xn E .Bh(qn), we know that Vh(xn) < V'(z n )
for all n. Letting n go to infinity, we infer that Vh(x) < Vh(i) for all x E Bh(q), which is
absurd. This establishes that inf{llzjl;z E Zh(qn)} - co as n - oo. We can also consider
the matrices M = [a, .., aj] and N = 1, and show by a similar argument that
M
inf{izll ;z E NZh(qn)} > oo as n -, co. Moreover since consumption is non-negative, the set
NZh(qn) > -eh is bounded below.
Market Excess Demand
We now define the market excess demand
H
Z(q) (h)Zh(q).
h=1
The correspondence Z(q) is upper hemi-continuous, convex and compact-valued, homogeneous
of degree 0 and satisfies Walras' law: q.Z(q) - O. Moreover consider an arbitrary vector E Q
and a sequence {qn}n=l of elements of Q converging to a vector E Q\Q, 0 : O. Since
each NZh(q n ) is bounded below, we infer that NZ(q n ) is bounded below and inf{llzll;z E
NZ(qn)} - co. The absence of arbitrage implies that q = NTA for some A E RSJ. Since
inf{lIlzl; ;z E NZ(q')} -* co, we infer that q.Z(qn ) = A.NZ(q n ) > 0 for n large enough. We
then conclude by standard arguments (Debreu, 1956; Grandmont, 1977; Hens, 1991) that there
exists an equilibrium price.
1.7.2 Proof of Theorem A.2
Assume that there exists a feasible allocation (do, dh)heH such that Uh(do, d) > Uh(c0, ah) for
all h. We know that for all h, there exists (7, Uh) such that dh = 6h + 77o + a. 77h . Since (do, d'h)
is strictly preferred to (coh, ah), it must be that do +fro +T 77h + nl {go} > e. We aggregate
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across consumers: f hd/ = , f rihdu = 0 and f(d~ + Kl{,h0})d > eo, which contradicts
feasibility.
1.8 Appendix B - CARA-Normal Economies
1.8.1 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
The decision problem consists of maximizing
u(co) + 3Eu [ + .0 + R(eo -o - x. )-
with respect to the unconstrained variables co and 0. For any choice of these variables, the
consumption is normally distributed, with mean Eeh + R(e - - co - 7r.0) and variance
Var(hA + a.0) + Var(ehA'). The objective function can therefore be rewritten
u(co) + u(D - Rco) exp [7yR( . + ) + y2Var(A + a.)/2],
where D = Eh + Reo_ - yVar(hA )/2 is exogenous to the agent.
The utility maximization problem is decomposed in two steps. First, we find the optimal
portfolio 0 h by minimizing the quadratic function
R (r.0 + K) + yVar(ehA + a.0)/2.
The first order condition implies that 9jh,p = -Cov(aj, ) _ Rrj/9Y. The optimal portfolio has
random payoff a.h,p = -ehA + faA and costs r.hp =
Second, the initial consumption co is chosen to maximize
u(co) + 3u(D - Rco) exp [yR (r.hP + )+ 2Var(rA)/2] . (1.21)
The first order condition u'(co) = PRu'(D - Rco) exp [yR (r.0 h p + K) + y2Var(mfA)] can be
rewritten co = - ln(3R)/y + D - Rco - [R(7r.oh + a) + yVar(iA)/2], which implies
h,p = + (R 2 1 + R l~~~~y 2
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We then deduce So 'p from the budget constraint.
Similarly, a non-participant maximizes the function
u(co) + 3'uD - Rco' exp 2Var(-hA)/21 (1.22)
Comparing this equation with (1.21), we infer that participation is optimal if
72 Var(ehA)/2 > 'yR (.hp + ~) + I Var(m )/2,
which is equivalent to yVar(hA - mA)/2 > R.
1.8.2 Proof of Theorem 3
We obtain the price of risky assets by averaging OhLp across participating agents.
demand -fH OhdI(h) for the riskless asset is
e- i0 + - ln(R3) - 2 JH Va (h) dpt(h)
-pL(R) + p(P)Var (A) - f Var (hA) dp(h)2 U\ /v 9 ;DY j
The mean
]
In equilibrium, mean demand is zero and the interest rate therefore satisfies (1.8).
1.8.3 Proof of Proposition 2
Financial innovation increases the assets span to A' A, A' A. The space A' can be
decomposed in two orthogonal subspaces A and B = A,4 n A'. By definition, R' and 'P' solve
the system
{
'2'= {h: [Var (hA - eA) + Var (hB _ -B)] R}
in R' = n Ro + mu (7)') K, + 2 p, (Var (ehA - eA) , Var (ehB - ea)] d(h).
Assume that R < R. The first equation implies 7 C ', and we infer from the second equation
that R' > R, a contradiction.
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1.8.4 Degenerate Cases of the One Factor Economy
We begin by analyzing the special cases a = 0 and/or X = 0. Wthen assets have no correlation
with the risk factor (a = 0), the participation set is empty under costly entry, and indeterminate
under free entry. In either case, there risk premium is zero and the interest rate is uniquely
determined: R = Ro. When the hedging coefficient is positive (a > 0) and the entry cost is
positive and finite, we infer from Proposition 1 and Assumption 3 that the set of participants
and non-participants both have a positive measure: 0 < (P) < 1, 15 implying R > Ro in any
equilibrium. Finally, there are no participants (P = 0) when the entry cost is infinite.
1.8.5 Proof of Properties 1 and 2
Consider the function
Wp-A '+00
G(9op, A)= ((0- 0p)d/t + J~p (- ,) dy
-co wp+A
with domain JR x [0, +oo). For every fixed A > 0, the partial function GA(Op) = G(Op,A) is
continuous, strictly decreasing, and satisfies limv__o GA(0p) = +oo, limwp +oo GA(pO) =
-oo. The equation GA(cpp) = 0 has therefore a unique solution, which is denoted by up(A). It
is then convenient to define the set PA = f: p - pP(A)I > A}.
We infer from the Implicit Function Theorem that the function pp(A) is differentiable. Let
A(A) = f [pP(A) + A] -9 [(A) - A] and V(A) = f [pP(A) + A] + f [(A) -A]. We observe that
aG/laop = -AV -,u(P) < 0, aG/la = -AA, and therefore
dcp = A A (A)
dA A V(A) + (PA)
The sign of dp/dA thus depends on the value of the density f at the endpoints oPv - A and
(PP + A. Since dfp/dA < AV/[AV + (PA)] < 1, the functions OP (A) - A and pP(A) + A are
respectively decreasing and increasing in A. This implies that the set PA is decreasing.
15If everyone participates, P = S and 7y(Wh - )2/2 > R for almost every agent h, which leads to a
contradiction since the density f is strictly positive on every neighborhood of S.
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1.8.6 Proof of Theorem 4
Consider the functions Ho(A) = u(PA) and H (A) = AI(PA)(VarpTp). The monotonicity of PA
implies that Ho(A) is decreasing in A. Similarly, the function
Hl(A) = -
-00
- ,P~f~p) do+00
(9 - p) 2 f ( ) d 9o + +A
wP+A
has derivative A2 [f(p - A) d( )-) f( A)d(jA) ] + f? 2( -p)f((9)dp, or
dH1 = A2dH0
dA dA
It is thus decreasing in A.
In equilibrium, R and A are determined by the system (1.15) - (1.16). We observe that
R1 is strictly increasing, R 2 is decreasing, R 2(0) > Ro > R 1(0) = 0, and Ri(+oo) = +oo.
The difference function Ri (A) - R2 (A) is therefore strictly increasing and maps [0, +oo) onto
[-R 2(0), +oo). There thus exists a unique equilibrium.
1.8.7 Proof of Theorem 5
The equilibrium (R, A) is determined by the system
{
nR - yA2/2 = 0,
n R - In Ro - ,7yHo(A) - Coy2Hl(A)/2 = 0.
The corresponding Jacobian matrix is
-cyA)
J22
(1.23)
where J22 = - / -Ho6(A) - aoy2H' {(A)/2 = -y,(1 + R)Ho (A) > 0. We infer that det J > 0.
We now infer from Cramer's rule the effect of financial innovation on the interest rate:
dR 1 |-7A2/2
do- det J -y 2H1 (A)/2
-cth
-ayA >0.
J 22
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(1.24)
(' - wpp)'f ()dW
.V-1171,
I
I
Financial innovation therefore increases the interest rate.
We similarly infer
dA 1
dca det J
which has an ambiguous sign. The global behavior of A is established by a single crossing
argument. We know that A'(a) has the same sign as a 2 Hl[A(a)] -1 G(a) - 1. Since
G(O) = 0, the function A(c) is decreasing on a neighborhood of a = O. e observe that
G'(a') = 22H1 [A(a) + 0, 2 A'(ai)H i[A(a) .
Thus if a satisfies G(a) = 1, we know that A'(a) = 0 and G'(a) = ,2Hl[A(a)] > 0. The
equation G(a) = 1 has thus at most one solution on (0, 1].
1.8.8 Proof of Proposition 3
The chain rule implies that
d~p d;P dA
da dA dax
has the same sign as EA,,a[f (OP + A) - f(pP - A)].
1.8.9 Proof of Theorem 6
We know from (1.25) that EA,, has the same sign as a' 2 (RP)(Varps)/2 - 1. Since
('p -_) 2d/ = (/ _(- ,)2d/ + P(7P)(P - )2
p
we infer that (P)Varp'p < Jf(' - )2dp <
therefore guarantees that A,a < 0.
VarH(o). The condition y,2VarH('p)/2 < 1
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= -(ica) [1 - a)2A(2p) (Varp) /2] / det J, (1.25)
?-I - 1Y 2H,(A)/2 
1.8.10 Effect of Exogenous Changes in the Entry Fee
/Ve can similarly analyze the effect of the transaction cost n. We note that
dR 1 R -c -yA
det J -yHo (A) J2 2
has the sign of cry2 At(P) - RJ22 , while
dA 1 I R
diT det J R- -yHo(A)
This implies that the mass of participants decreases with the
has the sign of f((pP + A) _- f (oP - A).
transaction cost tc. Finally, dpP/dc
1.8.11 Proof of Theorem 7
Equilibrium is defined by
(- oP)dp) = 0.
The participation set is therefore
(1.26)
p= {: 2a(ii >R}.
i=l
(1.27)
The boundary of P is an ellipsoid when aci > 0 for all i, and a cylinder when some coefficients
ai are equal to zero. The interest rate satisfies
[L a (-A i] dAP() }.
i=l
(1.28)
We now present
defined by a system
we first examine the
the mathematical discussion of the multifactor model. Equilibrium is
of 2L + 1 equations in the 2L 1 unknowns (A, P, R). Given A RL+,
set of solutions to the equation
(1.29)i (,P;A)
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In R = In Ro + 7/L("P) + /
This problem can be conveniently rewritten as a convex optimization problem. More specifically,
consider the functions
k(; I, A) = Ai( i - I) - 1 l ('PP, A
and
K(pP,A) 2 J$L k(o; e, )d(P) = Jp(,) (i -(-1 dS ) (12 L 2 (,pPA) Ai 1 dl(~o.i
Since k(co; oP, A) is convex in qsp and At has an unbounded support, the function K(P, A) is
strictly convex in p. A vector oPv thus minimizes K(OP, A) on RL if and only if K/So~P( pP, A) =
0, which coincides with the system (1.29). It is therefore equivalent for a vector SoP to mini-
mizes K(9P, A) or to be the center of gravity of P(pPA). This observation is very useful for
the numerical calculation of equilibrium. From a theoretical standpoint, note that the function
K(eoP, A) is strictly convex on 1RL and diverges to +oo as I1loPII - +oo. This implies that the
function K(oP, A) reaches a minimum at a unique point Aop.
Fact 1. For any A E R L+, the equation fp(,p;P)(P - pP)dt(qp) = 0 has a unique solution
Let (p(A) denote this unique vector, and PA the corresponding participation set. It is also
convenient to define
Ho(A) = /(pA)
Hi(A) = (PA)VarpA (oi), i = 1,..,L.
The value function
V(A) K[o(A),A] = 1 Hi Ho(A) (1.30)
is defined on IR+ and talces positive values. By the envelope theorem, it has derivatives
9V A9K H
TAj vAj -h3 < m
The value function V is therefore decreasing in its arguments. In addition, equation (1.30)
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implies _a9 H, + ELL= 1 a 9, - and thereforeAimplies 2= --- a,3n : ~
&Ho
$A:
L 1 Z iH
z=1 2 
The Hessian D2 V = (2V/0,a 2 A,) is an L x L matrix with off-diagonal elements
02 V 1 H~ _
hAi(9A A3 Aj
1 0 for all i .
A 3 &A~
We also observe that
o2v 3H,
9A2- A4
1 &112
-a3 , for all i.
z1 h
Fact 2. The value function V(A) is strictly convex, and satisfies
XTD2V(A)x > Z x 
i=l i
(1.34)
for all A E R++, x I RL.
Proof. Consider two vectors A', A" E R~J+, and let p' = pP(A'), /' = oP(A") . Let t', t" E +,
t' + t" = 1. We consider A = t'A' + t"A" and the vector &* E L with coordinates
t/ i ti /
,~32Ct = = ai% - cq, - .
A + 
Let po denote an arbitrary vector of RL. The quantity
2 ( t/2 t"/ 2 1 ( P- )
is bounded above by
t/t / W 2 t//
A2 ( zP - ~f) + (i'2 - //)2 -12P 2c i 
t// I
2 2I%
since (gi *)2 < iQ(. ~-/)2 + Ca ( .)2 As a result, the integrand k(p:; p*, A) is smaller
-~~~~~~~~ _ I -I I 
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(1.31)
(1.32)
(1.33)
(cp, - (p*)2
i t//tI ")·
than ( iy ) 2
-1 +, t [EL 
-iL t/' , t/t "j=l W7 TI- X
- 7) ( - )l)
which implies
-L (z2i=i A~2k(o; p*, A) < t'k(p; so', A') + t"k( 5 o; so", A")
Recalling that V(A) < K(o*, A), we integrate this relation with respect to qo and infer
V(A) < t'V(A') L+ tV(All) -
z=l
t' t" 1
-2 T2A2 ) (1.35)
This establishes that the value function 17 is strictly concave.
We now consider a fixed A E IL,++ t' = = 1/2, and an arbitrary vector x E RL. For a
small > 0, the vectors A' = A + ex and A" = A - ex have strictly positive components, and
relation (1.35) implies
V(A + Ex) + V(A- x) - 2V(A) 1
62 - 22
1 
A ~1E A2 A2 ) (I?',A'
When E - 0, the left-hand side converges to xTD2V(A)x, and the right-hand side to 3Hi(A)xi2/A4,
which implies (1.34). .
We now show that there exists a unique equilibrium. For fixed l ,, .'L, consider the
lengths Ai(R) = v/2kR/aiy, i = 1,.., L, which we stack in a vector A(R). It is also convenient
to consider the function
2 Lz(R) lnRo + Ho[A(R)] T yEaiHi[A(R)].
i=1
Since dAj/lR = Aj/(2R), we infer that
z (R)- = yrL: Ho Ajj=A 2R
+'2 L
i=1
i ai Aj
i O9A 2Rj=l
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(.-;2
+'2t" -A,) (2 -N .,^) (W).
2./
(Oi - p)2.
t/ EL
- 1'p(,p-, A) (p),
Equation (1.31) implies that
z'(R) - 1 HiA L L 
:E X aj 2R 2 A2 1j=1 i=1 2=1 2 3=1
7K(1 t R- ) 1 HiH
-2 E E AiAl a7 3;
=1 =1
aHi
a .i 
,9Aj
(1.36)
Using (1.32) and (1.33), we infer that
1 A3H
, PRO 2 anj
L
2=I
AHi ATD 2 V(A)A.
A-
From (1.34), we conclude
Fact 3. The function z is decreasing in R.
Thus there exists a unique solution to the equation n R = z(R), and therefore a unique GEEP
equilibrium.
1.8.12 Equilibrium with Epstein-Zin Utility
Let u(c) = -e - X c/IX. The decision problem consists of maximizing
u(co) u[Ec - yVar(E)/21
with respect to the unconstrained variables co and 0. Since c has mean IEeh + R(eo - - co- 7r.0)
and variance Var(hA + a.0) + Var(ehA ), the objective function can be rewritten
u(co) + 6u(D - Rco) exp [XR (r.O + ,) + XyVar(ehA + 4.8)/2], (1.37)
where D = BEh + Re - yVar(ehA ')/2 is exogenous to the agent.
The utility maximization problem is decomposed in two steps. First, the optimal portfolio
h1 minimizes the quadratic function
7r.0 +t yVar(-ehA + a.9)/2.
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We infer as previously that 9hp = -Cov(&j,eh) - Rrj/-y. The optimal portfolio has random
payoff a.0 = -eA + A, where mA -(R/y) ¾1 7rj&j.
Second, the initial consumption co is chosen to maximize
u(co) + ,u(D- Rco) exp [xR7r.Oh + yXVar(mFA)/2].
The first order condition u'(co) = 3Ru'[D - Rco - Rr.h _ yVar(mA)/2] implies
hp R R(eh- -. 0hp) + E h ln (R) 2V
We then deduce from the budget constraint:
shp 1+R ' {eO-eh - t Ohp + (R) [Var(hA) + Var(miA)]}
1 + R X 2
By equation (1.37), the agent participates if
R (.h 'P +- ~) + rTVar(-t *A + a.6)/2 < yVar(eA)/2,
which is, as previously, equivalent to yVar(hA--m iA)/2 > RK. Since the demand for risky assets
is the same as before, we infer r(d) = [E 5 - yCov(EP, a)]/R. The aggregate excess demand for
period 0 consumption is
1 0 el - - X-1 ln(R) - 2 fH Var (ah) dAu(h)
1 + --RLq(p) - ji 2A(P)Var (ePA) I r frVar (hA) d/t(h)
The equilibrium interest rate therefore satisfies
ln R = ln Ro + IX(P) + 2- Var (A - ePA) d/u(h)
where n Ro = ln(1/,Q) + X(el - eo) - 2 fH Var (h) dA(h).
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_ _
Chapter 2
Margin Rules, Welfare and Asset
Prices
2.1 Introduction
Whenever financial operators take positions that involve the possibility of future payments, they
are required to secure their promises by depositing financial assets. In derivative markets, cash
and short term bonds are typically used as forms of collateral. In primary markets, leverage
is guaranteed by the value of the risky asset itself. Margin requirements are set by brokers,
exchanges, investment banks and authorities to determine the amount of collateral needed.
They can be bilaterally contracted by the two parties involved in the trade, applied unilaterally
by exchanges to their customers or even fixed by regulatory agencies, like in the US stock
market. The events of Summer '98, culminated in the Russia crisis and the collapse of LTCM,
have risen a lot of concern on the leverage level present in the financial system, the way margin
requirements are set in practice' and their impact on financial markets.
In this paper we try to address the problem of how different forms of margin rules affect
asset prices, volatility 2 and welfare. We consider an intertemporal model with two classes of
1A presidential working group was set up in 1999 by the US Treasury to examine regulatory proposals on
how to constrain more effectively the leverage of firms like LTCM. One of the options consisted on "resorting to
a more direct form of regulations such as expanded use of margin requirements" (Financial Times, March 4th
1999).
2There is little and controversial ampirical evidence on the relation between volatility and margin limit in the
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investors heterogeneous in risk aversion. Information is symmetric and agents are allowed to
buy primary risky assets on margin, i.e. by borrowing up to a certain percentage of the asset
value. We do not attempt to endogenize the way such percentage, called margin limit, is set
and it will be taken as exogenous throughout the paper. Yet, our setup allows for full flexibility
in the way margin limits can be set over time and across states, and it is therefore well suited
to analyze policy issues.
We find that the imposition of margin constraints introduces a distortion in financial markets
that, in our setup, typically worsens and never improves risk sharing. The effect on volatility
is instead non-monotonic. In particular, the imposition of margin requirements does not nec-
essarily reduce volatility. Tighter margin constraints reduce the upward movements of prices
by limiting the buying power of more aggressive investors, but might also create larger sell-offs
when a negative shock hits the markets.
We consider in detail three types of margin rules. The no-default margin rule, in which
margin requirements are chosen just to prevent leveraged agents from defaulting. The uniform
margin rule, in which margin constraints are constant over time and states. The practitioners'
margin rule, that reproduces the way margin requirements are set in reality, tightened in bear
markets and relaxed in bull markets3.
With the no-default margin rule, margin requirements are set at the lowest level compatible
with no default and therefore margin constraints are equivalent to the requirement of non-
negative consumption. As such, the no-default margin rule is Pareto efficient and identifies the
margin requirements levels that insure the achievement of a first best allocation. Interestingly,
the resulting margin constraints are tighter in bull markets than in bear markets in sharp
contrast with the practitioners' margin rule.
Within the uniform margin rule, a generalized reduction of margin requirements necessarily
improves more cautious investors' welfare by allowing more aggressive market participants to
borrow more and buy a larger share of the risky asset supply. The effect is non-monotonic on
less risk averse agents' welfare and on volatility.
equity market. See Gruber et ali (1987), Seguin (1990) and Hsieh and Miller (1990). Kupiec (1997) surveys the
empirical literature on the role of margins in financial markets.
3See Bank For International Settlements (2001) for an account of standard practices in setting margin
requirements.
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The extent to which practitioners increase margin requirements in the event of a negative
shock and lessen them when good news reaches the market necessarily increases volatility. In
good times, leveraged investors are able to borrow more and buy more risky assets, in bad
times they are forced to larger sell-offs on margin calls. This amplifies the price movements and
generate larger volatility. The effect on welfare is non-monotonic independently of the agent's
degree of risk aversion.
In our model, margin constraints can generate multiple equilibria. An increase in the risky
asset price allows agents to borrow more by virtue of the higher collateral value. This expands
aggregate demand and therefore pushes up the asset price even further. We identify the interplay
between margin constraints and wealth distribution in generating this amplification mechanism,
and show that it can even lead the economy to a stable equilibrium in which asset prices reach
levels so high that there is no risk premium left on the market 4.
There is a small literature on the role played by margin constraints in financial markets. In
a seminal paper, Shleifer and Vishny (1997) are the first to point out that, when arbitrageurs
rely on external funds, they might not be able to fully exploit arbitrage opportunities and,
as a consequence, asset prices might deviate from fundamental values. In an extension with
market segmentation, Gromb and Vayanos (2000) identify the externalities associated with
arbitrageurs that face margin constraints. Yuan (2000) argues that borrowing constraints and
asymmetrically informed investors might provide an explanation of financial crisis.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the model and
the equilibrium concept. In section 3 we solve for the individual decision problems. Section
4 is devoted to the proof of existence and the possibility of multiple equilibria. Section 5, 6
and 7 analyze the no-default, uniform and practitioners' margin rules respectively. Section 8
concludes.
2.2 Model
We consider a three period financial economy (t = 0, 1, 2) in which agents can trade in a risky
asset and a risk-free short lived bond. The risky asset, called stock, is in unit supply and is the
4 For the implications that such mechanism has in credit cycles theories see Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) and
Krishnamurthy (2000).
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t=O t=l t2
news dividend
Figure 2-1: Risky asset payoff and information structure.
only source of risk in the economy. In the last period the stock pays a dividend f) which is the
terminal outcome of a binomial process. More specifically, D = i2E1 with {t)} i.i.d. and
u with prob. p
d with prob. 1 -p
where u > d > 0 and p E (0,1) (see figure 2-1). The bond is in zero supply and pays one
unit of the numeraire in the next period. Throughout the paper, we will indicate with the
expectation of t and denote by z the value of quantity z in period 1 when 1 = , = u, d.
We will omit the superscript when its meaning is clear from the contest.
There is a continuum of agents in the economy. All agents consume only in the last period,
are endowed with shares of the stock and are equally informed. In particular they all observe
the news E1 reaching the market in period 1. Agents are heterogenous in preferences and initial
endowments. We assume that there are two classes of agents, A and N, and normalize to one
the measure of agents present in each class. Type A agents have log utility and type NA agents
are risk neutral,
uh (c) = log (c) for all h A, (2.1)
uh (c) = cforall h E .
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Throughout the paper individual agents will always be indicated with the small letter h. The
capital letters A and N will instead denote aggregate values across all agents in the same class.
Hence, z is agent h's value of z and zH = hEH Zhdh is the aggregate value of z across all agents
in class H E {A, N}. Since agents of the same type are identical and of unit measure, individual
and aggregate values typically coincide. Yet, for technical reasons related to discontinuity of
demands, this need not be the case throughout the paper.
The main objective of this work is to study the case in which agents can take leveraged
positions on the stock by buying on margin. More specifically, each agent can borrow only up
to a certain percentage of the current stock value. Denote by rt the stock price, and by xth and
ath agent h's stock and bond holdings in period t. We assume that agent h's ability to borrow
is limited by the margin constraint 5
ah < (1 -nt) 7rtXh, t = 0,1 (2.2)
where mt (0, 1) represents the margin requirement. Given the stock price, larger margin
requirements restrict how much an agent can borrow to buy stocks. The specification of margin
constraints requires the determination of the three margin limits (m0 , m1, m) , one for each time
markets are open for trade. Henceforth, we will call margin rule the triple 9 = (m0 , ml, rzd).
For simplicity of notation and exposition, we also assume that all agents face the no short-
selling constraint 6
zX > 0, t = 0,1. (2.3)
Agent h's consumption ch must satisfy the standard budget constraint
ch > o
ch <fih + + 1h 1 Dt ah(2.4)
Whzuh + of = xonth
5Withouth loss of generality we assume that the bond net return is always zero. Since all agents consume
only in the last period, Walras law implies that the bond market is redundant and, therefore, the equilibrium
bond price indeterminate.
SAll results in the paper hold without the no-shortselling constraint.
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where th is the agent's initial stock endowment. Each agent maximizes the expected utility of
her terminal consumption subject to the budget, margin and no short-selling constraints (2.4);
(2.2) and (2.3) respectively.
Since the bond represents the numeraire, the definition of equilibrium involves only the
stock market.
Definition 1. Stock prices (o, ) and the agents' optimal stock holdings (xxh ), h AUAT,
constitute an equilibrium if the stock market clears, i.e.
XA+ J = 1, t0,1 (2.5)
The equilibrium consumption and bond allocations can then be recovered using the budget
constraints (2.4).
The formulation and interpretation of the agents' optimal consumption-investment strate-
gies and the equilibrium properties are conveniently presented by expressing the model in terms
of portfolio weights. In order to obtain such alternative formulation we first need to prove the
following characterization of equilibrium prices. Define the stock net returns
r = Tr/wo- 1, 2 = D/7 - 1.
We infer from no arbitrage arguments
Lemma 1. In equilibrium, stock returns satisfy
rt < O < t, t = 1,2 (2.6)
where t and rt are the highest and lowest value of the stock net return in t = 1, 2. In particular,
equilibrium stock prices satisfy 0 <j < 7 <o  7 and dd < 7rrd < ud < < uu.
As we show in the following proposition, lemma 1 implies that agents' wealth must be non-
negative in equilibrium and thus allows us to express the budget, margin and no short-selling
constraints in a very convenient form using portfolio weights. Henceforth we will denote by Wth
and oh agent h's wealth and stock portfolio weight in period t.
Proposition 1. In equilibrium each agent's wealth must be non-negative.
Constraints (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent to the following:
budget constraint
VTh+ = (1 = rt+iO) Wth t (2.7)
Wh = 7roh,
margin constraint
Ot < 1/mt, with mt > -rt+l, t = 0, 1 (2.8)
and no short-selling constraint
0 h > , t = , 1. (2.9)
Non-negative wealth is equivalent to imposing mt = -rt+l in (2.8).
Equations (2.7) describe the agent's wealth dynamics. Given our assumption of zero interest
rate, a portfolio with t fraction of wealth invested in stocks yields a gross return of 1 + rt+iOt,
i.e. the original value plus the stock appreciation/depreciation. Since wealth is non-negative,
the margin constraint translates into the requirement (2.8) that the agent can invest in stocks
only up to the multiple 1/mt of her wealth. Larger margin requirements restrict the agents'
ability to borrow. A zero margin requirement allows for unlimited leveraged positions on the
stock. A margin requirement equal to one prevents completely the agent from borrowing.
Similarly, the no short-selling constraint is equivalent to a non-negative portfolio weight on
stocks. Proposition 1 carries also the interesting result that when margin requirements are
set equal to -t+, margin constraints coincide with the condition that wealth must be non-
negative. This implies that the analysis of the benchmark case in which no margin constraints
are imposed and only consumption is required to be non-negative, can be carried out, within
the formulation of proposition 1, just by setting mt = -t+l. Notice that, in this case, margin
requirements depend on prices and therefore are state and time dependent.
Exogenous to the model is the margin rule = (mo, ml, md). In practice margin limits
are set in various ways. In over-the-counter markets, they are typically negotiated between
parties: investment banks and brokers on the sell side, hedge funds, institutional investors and
individuals on the buy side. Exchanges also set standards for the level of margin limit to be
applied to their customers. And finally mt can be even established by regulatory agencies, as
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it is the case for the U.S. stock market in which it has been fixed at a maximum of 50% by
the Federal Reserve for the last thirty years. In this paper we do not attempt to endogenize7
the margin rule N. We will limit ourselves to the comparison of different margin rules by
evaluating their welfare properties and their effect on asset prices and volatility. We will also
compare such rules to the benchmark case in which no margin requirements are imposed and
agents only face the budget and the no-short-selling constraints (2.4) and (2.3). In the portfolio
weight formulation, proposition 1 implies that the benchmark case corresponds to an economy
in which margin requirements mt are simply set equal to -rt+ l.
2.3 Individual Decisions
In order to simplify the analysis of the agents' optimal consumption investment strategies,
without loss of generality we make the following assumption on the level of margin requirements
Assumption 1. Margin requirements always insure non-negativity of wealth, i.e.
mt --rt+l, t = 0, 1.
Assumption 1, together with propositions 1 and 2, implies that in equilibrium agent h's portfolio
allocation (oh, oh) solves the following maximization problem
max FUh (W;2)(s~t~ (1 + 0)
wt+ - (+rt:) Wh t=0,1 (2.10)
0 _< oh < /mt, t = 0, 1
'7h = roth
where uh is given by (2.1), depending on the class to which agent h belongs.
In the reminder of the section we fully solve the optimal consumption-investment problem
(2.10) for the two classes of agents. We begin with risk averse agents.
7Gromb and Vayanos (2000) endogenize margin requirements by imposing non-negative arbitrageurs' wealth.
They study the implication of such assumption in an economy with segmented financial markets. In our model
non-negative wealth is equivalent to non-negative terminal consumption and therefore corresponds to the bench-
mark case analyzed in section 5.
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Proposition 2. Risk averse agents' optimal portfolio strategy is given by
* in {mt n{ -Tt lrtl+l } if Etrt+l >0 t e {0, 1}, (2.11)
10 otherwise
where Etrt+i/ (-Zrt+lt+l) is strictly decreasing in rt.
Risk averse agents have logaritmic utility and therefore adopt a myopic strategy based only
on next period returns. A positive risk premium is necessary to invest in stocks with the margin
constraint binding for sufficiently low stock prices. The portfolio weight on stocks is given by
the next period expected return adjusted by a risk measure that, in our binomial world, is equal
to -rtd+rt+1 > 0.
Risk neutral agents maximize the expected value of terminal wealth.
Proposition 3. Risk neutral agents' optimal portfolio strategy is given by
1/mt if Ert+i > Pt
st = [[O, 1/mtj if Ert+l-pt , t = 0,1
0 if IErt+l < pt
where Pi = 0 and po= - i(r9*r2)
In period 1, risk neutral agents behave like relative value arbitrations. If there is a positive
expected spread between the risky asset and the bond, they short the second, i.e. borrow, to
buy as much of the stock as allowed by the margin constraint. Similarly, the no short-selling
constraint becomes binding if the expected spread is negative.
In period 0, risk neutral agents' optimal portfolio allocation is not myopic and depends on
the second period returns and optimal strategy. Risk neutral agents can choose more or less
aggressively than in the second period depending on the covariance between the first period
stock return rl and the return of the optimal portfolio strategy Otr2. A positive value induces
risk neutral agents to buy stocks even when the expected stock return Erl is negative s
8Grossman and Vila (1992) study the optimal portfolio investment strategy of an agents faced with margin
and borrowing constraints.
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Figure 2-2: 7r"c as a function of 7 and -d: graph
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To emphasize the role of margin constraints in determining risk neutral agents' period 0
stock demand, we define
ic = lE + Co+ (711) 01 , (2.12)
and notice that the stock investment condition of proposition 3 can be rewritten as 7ro < r c
for t = O. We have
Lemma 2. roc is a continuous function of (r, 7rd), increasing in irl and either increasing or
hump-shaped in 7ru.
Figure 2-2 illustrates lemma 2. If Coy (r, Otr2) = 0, in period 0 risk neutral agents will
employ the myopic strategy of investing in the stock only if there is a positive expected return
in the next period. The covariance term introduces a forward looking component. In figure
2-3 we report the sign of Co (r, Otr2) in the 1r- 7r space. The relation between the level of
margin requirements in the good and bad state of the world can drastically affect the investment
strategy of risk neutral agents in period 0.
2.4 Existence and Multiplicity of Equilibria
The interpretation of the equilibrium properties and comparative static results can be carried
out very effectively by expressing the stock aggregate demand in terms of agents' portfolio
allocations and wealth distribution. We use the fraction of wealth held by risk neutral agents
wyWt N + W ' t= 0, i, (2.13)
to represent the period t distribution of wealth across the two classes of investors. In the
following theorem we show the existence of equilibrium and represent stock aggregate demands
and equilibrium conditions in terms of portfolio weights and wealth distribution. The proof
also provides the foundation for the algorithm employed in the numerical simulation program.
Theorem 1. There exists an equilibrium. The stock aggregate demand in period t E { 0, 1 } can
be written
ADt = wotS + (1 -wt) . (2.14)
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ADo is decreasing in 7ro, AD' is non-monotonic in 7ir. E = u. d. Equilibrium prices (ro, 1r, wd)
solve
1 E ADt, t = 0, 1
where the explicit dependence of ADt from stock prices is reported in the appendix.
Formulation (2.14) enables us to distinguish between changes in the aggregate stock demand
due to portfolio reallocation and changes due to wealth redistribution across the two classes of
agents. It is straightforward to verify that the initial wealth distribution oo is equal to the risk
averse agents' initial stock endowment and it is therefore exogenous. This implies that the
period 0 aggregate stock demand can only be affected by agents' portfolio reallocations and it
is therefore decreasing in the stock price ro0. In period 1, instead, the distribution of wealth
depends on stock prices and can make aggregate stock demand increasing in the current stock
price. This property can generate multiple equilibria. In tables 4.1 and 4.2 we present the
parameters and results of a simulation in which the model has three equilibria.
Table 4.1: Multiple Equilibria Simulation Parameters
u d p Wa mo n nd
8 .1 .01 .25 .26 .955 .2
Table 4.2: Multiple Equilibria Simulation Results
T IEq. ro ___ $ 7r c w' W Portfolio Eff. Wealth Eff.
1 .0123 .9116 .0104 .0129 .951 .120 -2.45% 0.92%
2 .0122 1.2684 .0102 .0132 .954 .110 -0.30% 0.71%
3 .0124 1.432 .0103 .0127 .955 .107 / /
The stock price r' changes considerably across the equilibria reaching the maximum level of
u = 1.432 at which there is no risk premium in the market. The other prices 7ro and 7T remain
almost invariate. Notice that each agent's wealth is non-negative in all equilibria (assumption
1 can be verified by calculating the upper bounds rt directly from the tables).
The intuition behind the existence of multiple equilibria can be understood by looking at
the functional form of the wealth distribution in period 1. Since ro < 70C in all equilibria, in
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period 0 risk neutral agents borrow up to the margin requirement in order to invest in stocks.
The wealth distribution in period 1 can then be calculated from the risk neutral agent's budget
constraint
ce[= 1-(1-mo) ° o (2.15)
Stock capital gains, represented by larger 7r1, reward the aggressive portfolio strategy chosen
by risk neutral agents in the previous period, and makes them relatively richer than risk averse.
In the simulation, such wealth effect can be observed by looking at changes in the wealth
distribution between period 0 and 1. When good news reaches the market, risk neutral agents
share of wealth increases of about 70%, from 0.25 to about 0.95. When agents observe a bad
signal it drops of at least 15%, from 0.25 to at least 0.12. Since risk neutral agents typically
invest more wealth in stocks than the risk averse, the impact of the current stock price on
wealth distribution has also the potential of making the stock aggregate demand increasing in
period 1.
Figure 2-4 illustrates the wealth effect in the case of equilibrium 1. Stock prices 7ro and
7rd are fixed at the equilibrium levels .0123 and .0104 (see table 4.2). Both the solid and the
dashed curve represent the period 1 aggregate demand in the good state 1 = u as a function of
the stock price r'. The difference between the two curves lies on how the wealth distribution is
calculated. It is given by equation (2.15) for the solid line, whereas it is fixed at the equilibrium
1 level .951 for the dashed line. With a fixed distribution of wealth the aggregate demand is
always decreasing.
It is possible to explicitly compute the wealth redistribution and portfolio reallocation ef-
fects. Since ON is constant at 1/mi for all r < sel, we can decompose the aggregate stock
demand elasticity as
9AD1 r _AD 1 wl 7rl AD 1a0A 7r
= -- , 7 < ~1 0 1l AD 1 awl 9 7rl AD 1 aOA i7r1 AD' 
In the last two columns of table 4.2, we have reported such decomposition for the period 1
aggregate demand in the good state, ADu. Notice that the slope of ADu is positive in the
first equilibrium and negative in the second. Since in the third equilibrium there is no risk
premium in the good state, aggregate demand is greater than the unit supply for 7r lower than
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Aggregate Demand and the Wealth Effect
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Figure 2-4: Period 1 aggregate stock demand in state ¢1 = u as a function of 7r'. Stock prices
7ro and 7rl are equal to the equilibrium 1 levels. The dotted line is the aggregate demand with
wl fixed at the equilibrium 1 level.
the equilibrium level and equal to zero for larger values. Hence the first and third equilibria
are stable and the second equilibrium is unstable.
2.5 No Default Margin Rule: The Benchmark Case.
In this section we study the benchmark case in which margin constraints are used just to prevent
wealth and terminal consumption from being negative. From proposition 1 we know' that, in
the portfolio holding formulation, such case corresponds to not imposing the margin constraint
at all and, in the portfolio weight formulation, it is equivalent to setting the margin requirement
mt equal to the lowest level of next period stock return, -rt+ 1. For this reason we will call the
triple (-rl, -~, -r d) the no-default margin rule. VVe show that in this case equilibrium prices
can be explicitly calculated and the resulting allocation is Pareto efficient.
The definition of first best is standard.
Definition 1. A consumption allocation (cA, cN) is feasible if cA + cN < D and cH > O,
H E {A, N}, and it is Pareto efficient if any other allocation (CA, N) such that u (H) >
EU (CH), H = A, N, is not feasible.
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Figure 2-5: Pareto efficiency frontier with the point relative to the equilibrium with no default
margin rule and wo = 0.6. Parameters in table 5.1.
In figure 2-5 we plot the Pareto efficiency frontier in the space of risk neutral and risk averse
agents' expected utilities (uN, uA). The simulation parameters are reported in table 5.1.
In proposition 4 we fully characterize the set of Pareto efficient consumption-allocations.
Proposition 4. An allocation (cA, cN) is Pareto efficient iff there exists a constant k E R such
that cA = [min ik}] and cN [min  {b-k, }]+
Within the limits of the feasibility requirement that consumption must be non-negative,
risk averse agents receive full insurance and risk neutral agents bear all possible risk. Indeed,
as long as D > k, risk averse agent consumption is non-stochastic. When D < k, risk averse
agents have to hold all stock supply to prevent risk neutral agents' consumption to be negative.
When margin constraints are set at the minimum levels necessary to avoid default, equilib-
rium prices can be computed in closed form and the resulting allocation is Pareto efficient.
Theorem 2. If mt = -t+, equilibrium prices satisfy
f (U)2 <, . ( [P+WO(-p)U if W < WO
o d , a+(1 = , fw = Ed
d-[pg+(1-p)9] "O = SAC E U if Wo > gDo
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where is the harmonic mean of t and Co is provided in the appendix. The implied margin
requirements satisfy md < m and the resulting allocation is Pareto efficient.
Since margin constraints are set to the lowest level compatible with non-negative wealth and
7rfC < ro, risk neutral agents buy the largest amount of stock and risk averse agents bear the least
amount of risk compatible with no default. Given the assumed preference structure, optimal
risk sharing is then achieved. We numerically confirm the efficiency property, by indicating
in figure 2-5 the equilibrium indirect utilities relative to the economy with wo = 0.6 and the
parameters of table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
u i d p | Var (t)
1.5 0.5 0.6 1.1 0.24
Theorem 2 carries also the result that when margin constraints are used only to prevent
default, margin requirements are lower when bad news reaches the market than when good
news arrives. Indeed, it is in bear markets that the risk premium is higher making the lowest
next period return -2 higher as well. In the simulation the endogenous margin constraints are
given by
mo = 0.57, ml = 0.54, md = 0.46.
2.6 Uniform Margin Rule
In this section we study the uniform margin rule in which margin requirements are constant
across time and states and denote by m the level mo = m = m~. We employ numerical
simulations to analyze the effect on volatility and welfare of a generalized change in margin
requirements. The simulation parameters are the same of the previous section and are reported
in table 5.1. We further assume that wo = 0.6 and that the level of margin requirements goes
from the maximum of 1 to the minimum value compatible with non-negative wealth, m = 0.6.
For each value of m, the economy has a unique equilibrium.
In figure 2-6 we report the behavior of the price volatility Var (7rl) as a function of m. When
m = 1, the margin constraint prevents agents from borrowing and volatility is at its lowest level.
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Figure 2-6: Effect on volatility and welfare of a generalized increase in margin requirements in
the case of uniform margin rule. Simulation parameters in table 5.1 and o = 0.6, mo = m'
d E [0.6, 1].
As margin requirements decline, volatility increases and reaches a peak around m = 0.7. It then
decreases slightly as m approaches the lowest level compatible with non-negative wealth. To
explain the result of figure 2-6 we express volatility in terms of period 1 prices
Var (7r) =p(l- p) (sl-7r d) (2.16)
In our binomial world, the larger is the distance between r' and 7l, the larger is volatility.
As the level of margin constraint changes, several mechanisms can affect period 1 prices. An
important component is the effect of margin requirements on the period 1 wealth distribution.
Indeed, as risk neutral agents become relatively richer than risk averse, the aggregate stock
demand increases and pushes upwards the equilibrium stock price9. We now interpret the
volatility behavior of figure 2-6 by studying the effect on period 1 prices of each individual
margin requirement.
A reduction in mo allows risk neutral agents to take larger leveraged positions on the stock
in the first period. This strategy pays off when good news reaches the market in period 1 and
makes risk neutral agents relatively richer than risk averse. If bad news arrives, though, the
return on the risky asset becomes lower than the return on the bond and risk neutral agents
9See section 4 for a detailed account of how period 1 wealth distribution affects the stock aggregate demand.
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have to liquidate at least partially their leveraged position on margin calls. In this case it is
the more conservative investment strategy of risk averse agents that pays off and makes them
proportionally richer in period 1. Hence a reduction in mo increases 7r', decreases 7rd and has,
therefore, a positive effect on volatility.
Lower m' allows risk neutral agents to borrow more when good news reaches the market and
therefore inflates the stock aggregate demand when e1 = u. This results in higher r' and tends
to increase volatility. Additionally, there is a feedbacks effect that also goes in the direction
of increasing volatility. Larger 7ri means larger stock capital gains in period 1 and makes the
stock a more attractive investment opportunity in period 0. This effect expands the period 0
stock aggregate demand and pushes up 7ro. The value of collateral rises and risk neutral agents
can take larger stock leveraged positions in period 0. As a consequence, rd decreases and 7ru
increases.
A reduction in ml can instead results in lower volatility and it is indeed responsible for the
non-monotonic behavior of figure 2-6. In the bad state, lower margin requirements diminish the
extent of margin calls, reduce the stock sell-off and therefore tend to increase the stock price
. In figure 2-6, when margin requirements are so low that irg is locked to the level uE, this
effect prevails and volatility decreases' 0.
Non-monotonicity of volatility extends further to the no default margin rule. Volatility is
0.338 in the economy with wo = 0.6, the parameters of table 5.1 and no margin constraintsl.
Since such value is lower than the highest level of figure 2-6, we have
Theorem 3. The imposition of margin constraints does not necessarily reduce volatility.
In figure 2-6 we also report the welfare effect of a generalized increase in the margin re-
quirement level. In the space of risk neutral and risk averse indirect utilities, the solid line
plots the agents' utility levels as margin requirements increase from 0.6 to 1. The dashed line
is the Pareto efficiency frontier of figure 2-5 and the point highlighted on it corresponds to the
equilibrium utility levels relative to the economy considered in this section (wo = 0.6).
10Since a reduction in ml results in higher rd, the market clearing period 0 price 7ro increases pushing up 7r'
and down 7r1. Hence, in this case, the feedback effect works in the direction of increasing volatility.
11Recall that, since consumption is assumed to be non-negative, not imposing margin constraints (2.2) is
equivalent to the no-default margin rule of section 5 (see proposition 1).
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When margin requirements are set at the highest level of 1, no agent can borrow and we
obtain the autarchy equilibrium in which no agent trades. Clearly this is the most inefficient
situation and corresponds to the points in which both agents obtain the lowest utility levels. As
margin requirements are reduced, risk neutral agents borrow and increase their stock holdings.
This results in higher risk averse agents' welfare since it reduces the amount of risk they have
to bear. On the contrary, risk neutral agents' welfare is non-monotonic. Given the market risk
premium, as margin constraints are relaxed they borrow more, invest more in stocks and increase
their expected portfolio return. Yet, this behavior increases the aggregate stock demand, inflates
prices and therefore reduces the risk premium. When margin requirements are very high the
first effect prevails but eventually the second reduces risk neutral agents' expected terminal
wealth.
2.7 Practitioners' Margin Rule
In practice margin requirements are not constant over time and states but typically change
depending on market conditions. In this section we study the effect on volatility and welfare
of the standard practice of tightening margin constraints in bear markets and relaxing them
in bull markets 12. In order to compare the results with the rest of the paper, we use the same
simulation parameters of the previous sections (table 5.1 and wo = 0.6). We then fix a uniform
level of margin requirements m = mo = mZ = md, and increase m d and reduce m' by a common
quantity A > 0. The factor A is always chosen to satisfy Assumption 1 and measure the extent
to which the practitioners' margin rule differs from the uniform rule. In figure 2-7 we report
the effect on volatility and welfare of an increase in A. The initial level of margin requirements
is mo =mr = m = 0.8.
Volatility is always increasing in A with a kink around 0.135 at which the risk premium
disappears in the good state of the economy and 7r' is locked at u. As md increases, risk neutral
agents have to sell more on margin calls creating a downward pressure on the stock price 7rd
On the contrary, as m' decreases, risk neutral agents can borrow more, buy more stocks and
the stock price 7r rises. Both effects work in the direction of increasing market volatility.
12See Bank For International Settlements (2001) for an account of standard practices in setting margin
requirements.
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The solid line in the second graph of figure 2-7 plots the welfare effect of an increase in A.
To facilitate the comparison with the previous section, we have overlaid the welfare graph of
figure 2-6 in dashed lines. The point where the solid and the dashed curves meet corresponds
to the uniform level of margin requirements m = 0.8. As A increases risk neutral agents always
loose in utility whereas risk averse agents gain. Such monotonicity result can be easily reversed.
In figure 2-8 we change the initial level of margin requirements to m = 0.9 and find that welfare
improves for both classes of agents.
Risk neutral agents' welfare can be non-monotonic for the same reason explained in the
previous section. Risk averse agents' welfare increases in both simulations because the reduction
in mn more than compensate for the increase in m d. Lower m1 allow risk neutral agents to hold
more stocks and therefore improve risk averse agents' welfare but larger md have the opposite
effect and forces risk averse agents to bear more risk when bad news reaches the market.
2.8 Conclusion
This paper proposes an intertemporal model to study the effect of margin requirements on
welfare and volatility. Even in a simple binomial world with risk neutral and log investors,
we show that the effect on volatility and individual agents' welfare is non-monotonic. Tighter
margin constraints do not necessarily reduce volatility and can favor different groups of investors
depending on how they are implemented and on market conditions. The standard practice of
increasing margin requirement in bear market and reducing them in bull markets raises volatility
and can have non-monotonic effects on individual agents' welfare. We focus on the interplay
between margin constraints and wealth distribution in explaining the determination of asset
prices, and identify the self-reinforcing amplification mechanism capable of generating multiple
equilibria.
We only touch on the problem of endogenizing margin requirements in section 5, where we
explicitly compute the levels necessary to prevents agents from defaulting. In reality, margin
constraints are probably created by agency problems but, to the best of our knowledge, the
effect on asset prices of margin constraints determined in an economy with such frictions have
not yet been explored.
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Two further lines of research could be followed by relaxing two of the model assumptions.
First, the analysis of the role of margin constraints in an economy where agents are allowed to
default. Second, the investigation of the profoundly different collateral practices typical of zero
supply markets.
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2.9 Appendix
2.9.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The result is proven by contradiction using no-arbitrage arguments.
Assume r' < ed and consider the strategy of borrowing 7r/ (1 - ml) units of the bond and
buying 1/ (1 - ml) > 0 units of the stock in period 1. This strategy costs nothing, makes the
margin constraint (2.2) binding and yields a net profit in period 2 of
Ec2-wi = 1-m > , if 2 = 
1 -mi { -mi > 0 if 2 =d
Being an arbitrage opportunity, such strategy will be adopted by all agents making the stock
aggregate demand in period 1 equal to 2/ (1 - ml) > 1 and preventing market clearing. Hence
r2 < 0.
Assume 7r > su and observe that, in this case, period 2 stock net return cannot be positive
and is strictly negative if 2 = d. Since the bond yields always a zero net return, the no short-
selling constraint (2.3) will be binding for all agents and the stock market cannot clear. Hence
i > 0.
From 2 < 0 < we obtain 7rd > rl and can similarly prove that r 1 < 0 < l.
2.9.2 Proof of Proposition 1
From Wh = 7rxoh + o, Wh = dXlh + lh and WhOh = Xthit, t = 0,1, it is easy to see that (2.4)
is equivalent to
Ch = aVh > 
wth1 (1 + rt+10h) Wh t = 0,1 (2.17)
Wh = roh.
Lemma 1 allows us to conclude that non-negative terminal consumption implies non-negative
wealth Wh in period 1. Indeed assume Wh < O0. If 9h < 0, then 1 + r2o > 0 and terminal
consumption would be negative. If Oh > 0, then 1 + 2oh > 0 implying again negative terminal
consumption.
To show the equivalence of the two formulations consider first the case in which period
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1 wealth is strictly positive, Wh > 0. Since r2 < 0, we infer from (2.17) that non-negative
terminal consumption is equivalent to Dh < -1/r 2 . Similarly, Woh = r0oh > 0 implies that
non-negative period 1 wealth Wh is equivalent to h < -1/r 1 . The margin constraint (2.2) can
be rewritten
4 rht ( - oh) < (1 - mt) 14,thoh
which is equivalent to (2.8). Similarly, the no short-selling constraint (2.3) is equivalent to
(2.9).
When period 1 wealth is zero, Wh = 0, terminal consumption is zero in both specifications.
2.9.3 Proof of Proposition 2
We solve backward for the optimal portfolio allocation.
In period 1, the first order conditions for an internal solution are
1 E 1+82 =0. (2.18)
The assumption of binomial dividend process allows us to solve for 01 in (2.18)
- Elr2 _ (ZlE - 7) (2.9)
lt+lt+l (l - 7rl) (r - d (2.19)
It is easy to verify that 1 is strictly decreasing in 7rl, assumes value zero at 71 = elC and
diverges to +oo as 7rl converges to ld. Given the constraints 0 < 01 < 1/ml, the optimal
period 1 portfolio weight 08 is then (2.11) for t = 1.
In period 0, the agent solves
max Eln[(1+ r2O) W1]
W1 = (1 +r0o) Wo
t <_ O  0 -
where Wo is equal to the stock initial endowment value. Since the objective function can be
rewritten IEln (TV1) + E n [(1 + r20*)] and the second term does not depend on 0, the problem
is solved similarly to the second period to obtain (2.11) for t = 0.
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2.9.4 Proof of Proposition 3
Since risk neutral agents' expected terminal wealth W1 (1 + O1Elr2) is linear in 01, constraints
0 < 01 < 1/ml imply that the optimal strategy in period 1 satisfies
1/ml
E (0, l/mi
0
if E1lr 2 > 0
if Elr 2 = 0
if Tlr2 < 0
In period 0, risk neutral agents maximize WoE [(1 + r 18o) (1 + 01TElr2)] and therefore optimally
choose
S ={
1/mo
E [0, 1/mo]
0
if E [rl (1 + 1Tlr2)1 > 0
if E [rl (1 + 01El?'2)] = 0
if E [rl (1+ E11lr2)] < 0
We can rewrite condition E [rl (1 + O1TElr2)1 > 0 as
IEr + Cov (rl, OTElr2) + ErljE (Ilr2) > 0
and obtain po using the law of iterated expectation.
2.9.5 Derivation of Figure 2-3 and Proof of Lemma 2.
Since proposition 2 and 3 imply that period 1 aggregate stock demand becomes zero at rl >
ile, the period 1 equilibrium price must satisfyr r < 1Zl. From lemma 1 we also have that
0 < rd < r' in equilibrium. In the reminder of the proof, we restrict our attention to the price
range (r, 7rd) E (rd, UE] x (0, dE]. Proposition 3 and the law of iterated expectation imply
Cov (rl,Ot r2) = Cov (rl, r2/ml) and 7rc = ]E%1 (rr2/Ml)111 + E (r2/ml) '
hence 7ric is a continuous function of (, 7rd)
We begin by studying the sign of Cov (r, r2 /m 1 ) and derive figure 2-3. The assumption of
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binomial dividend process allows us to write
Co (,r2/ml) = p (1 -p) (7r - (r2/n - 1) (2.20)
The last term of (2.20) determines the covariance sign and is positive when
d ___ _ _d > Ed (2.21)
The RHS of (2.21) is always positive, increasing in 7rl and assumes value Ed when 7r = u. It
is also linear if ml = m , convex if mu < m and concave if m* > md.
We now turn to the behavior of 7rIc. It is easy to verify that
= (7rl) + (1 - p) gd (7rdl) >(1) +(1 - P) d(f) ,
where gE (ry) = [e - (1 - ml) 7r1] /ml > 0, c = u, d. We have
87irc\ ___ d
Sign a ° ) = C (---d + ml - 1,
which can be easily shown to be always positive. Similarly, we have
sign = (=rL)- - --++m' -1,(7r u x EU u
which is decreasing in 7ru, positive at 7ru = 7r and possibly negative at 7r = u.
2.9.6 Proof of Theorem 1
Denote by wh agent h's fraction of period t aggregate wealth. Since the stock does not pay
any dividend in the trading periods t = 0 1, aggregate wealth Wt is given by the stock market
capitalization rt. This implies that agent h's stock holdings xz can be written as what , h E AUN,
t =0,1.
From proposition 2 and the assumption that type A agents are in unit measure, we in-
fer that risk averse agents' individual and aggregate optimal portfolio allocations are equal
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(Oh = 0A, h E A), and their aggregate stock demand can be written
XA = w AoA, t = 01.
If 7ro 7ric and 7rf < e, we can similarly conclude, from proposition 3, that risk neutral
agents' aggregate optimal demand for stocks xN can be written as wNO0N, t = 0,1. When
7it = r C and 7r' = E, risk neutral agents are indifferent between investing in stocks or bonds
and their optimal demand is discontinuous. Since there is a continuum of type N agent, to
insure existence of equilibrium we can convexify the economy and assume
ON = [0, 1/mo] if 71t = c,
N = [O,l1/ml] if 7r = .
Denote by ADt = xA + 4N the aggregate stock demand in period t E {0, 1} . We can then write
ADt = tOt + (1 - Wt) . (2.22)
where ON and OA dependence on prices can be inferred from propositions 2 and 3. As for
Wt we note the following. Since period 0 aggregate wealth Wo is given by the stock market
capitalization 0ro, the initial distribution of wealth wo is given by risk neutral agents' initial
stock endowment
Wo = N (2.23)
and therefore is exogenously determined. From proposition 2 and the budget constraint (2.7),
we infer that each risk averse agent's wealth in. period 1 is given by WA = (1 + OAri) VA.
Dividing by period 1 aggregate wealth W1 = 7rl and rearranging we obtain
A to ( I)A
and therefore
W l=- (1 - )O (1 - o) (2.24)
7rj 7rl/0
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The dependence of wi from stock prices can then be obtained from (2.24) and proposition 2.
The previous discussion implies that equilibrium prices (7r0, I , 7rd ) solve the system
1 E ADt, t = 0, 1. (2.25)
The existence proof proceeds in three steps.
Claim 1. Period 0 market clearing price 7r c is a continuous function of period 1 prices
(WU , 7rd)
Since the stock is in unit supply, risk neutral agents' share of aggregate wealth is equal to their
initial stock endowment, wo = tN , and therefore does not depend on prices. From propositions
2 and 3 and lemma 2, we then infer that ADo is upper hemi-continuous in (ro, ir,), single
valued at 7ro & 7riOc, decreasing in ro E (7rd,max {iriC,7ri}], and assumes value 2/mo > 1 at
7rO < Ir and value zero at 7ro > max {7ric r1 }.
Claim 2. Period 1 distribution of wealth w1 is a continuous function of period 1 prices (iry, 7r) .
The result follows directly from (2.24) with ro = 7r c, proposition 2 and claim 1.
Claim 3. There exist equilibrium prices.
From claims 1 and 2, and propositions 2 and 3, we infer that AD' is upper hemi-continuous in
(Tr1, 7), single valued at 7 < se, and assumes value 2/m > 1 at 7r' < ed and value zero at
rE > e. Non-monotonicity is illustrated in figure 2-4.
2.9.7 Proof of Proposition 4
The allocation (cA, cN) is Pareto efficient iff cA = 5 and cN = D- where a solves the problem
max E [oeln() + (1-o)( D-c)
s.t. 0 < <D
for some ca E [0, 1] . The first order condition of the unconstrained problem yields
ac =
1 - a7
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hence risk averse agents receive non-stochastic consumption whenever the constraints are not
binding. The constrained problem has then solution
c= [min C ,}] .
2.9.8 Proof of Theorem 2
When mt = -t+, we can rewrite (2.12) as
uddTrl - -7r7rde
2Ldd - [pu7r + (1 - p) d7r]'
It is straightforward to verify that ric < Eri. Consider 7ro < r c. In this case, from theorem 1
and propositions 2 and 3, we can write the stock market clearing condition as
0) (7r - 0o) ro
Wo d + (1 wo) = 
7 - (7r -7ro)(7ro - 1
and obtain
7rdr l
I'O - ii 1i (2.26)
i -) (7r - 7ri) + 7r '
The condition 7ro < AC can then be rewritten
wo < (1 - p) ( -~1) 1
where fr is the harmonic mean of period 1 prices 7Tu,4. When ao > oo, ire = Ar as long as
(1 - Wo) So (ri, 7r, 7rd) < i1. We will later verify that this is indeed the case for all wo E [o, 1].
From (2.15) and mo = rl, we derive the wealth distribution in period 1
0 -7rrl d 7rO71 - 7rl rl 
and impose market clearing in period 1 to find
H p + W ( - P) 2 d
I' 1 p(1 - wo)/+ o wo
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(U)2 P o = [ _ _ _ _7T0 (1 -)= 2 p2(u)2 P (C- P) j UI -
where is the harmonic mean of C. It can be verified that rd' < d and that -r < MU iff
wo < o. Conditions 7ro < 7Trc and -r < CL are then equivalent. When wo > Co, 7r = gu and
= ic (pu- + (1 - p) d) d - =2
fro = o0= d - [p + (1 - p) fJ
since (1 - wo)~ (7rOc, u:, Ed) < 1 if cwo > wo. It is straightforward to verify that mu > m for
all values of woo.
WVe prove Pareto efficiency by contradiction by using standard arguments. Assume that there
is a feasible allocation (A, aN) that yields to all agents a higher utility than the equilibrium
allocation. Note that, since o < 7 c < ETr,1 the no short-selling constraint is not binding for
all agents. Also note that, when mt = -rt+ 1 proposition 1 implies that the budget constraint
(2.7) and the margin constraint (2.8) are equivalent to the budget constraint (2.4). Then, by
definition of equilibrium, h must not satisfy the budget constraint (2.4) for all th i A U N. By
aggregating across agents we then find that either aA + aN > D or A + N < 0, contradicting
the feasibility assumption.
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Chapter 3
Margin Constraints and Spillover
Effects
3.1 Introduction
On August 1998, Russia's default on its sovereign debt triggered a global contagion effect across
financial markets that was further exacerbated by the collapse of a major US hedge fund, Long
Term Capital Management (LTCM). The practice of building large collateralized positions has
been identified as one of the factors behind the Summer 1998 events. In the words of the BIS
report'
The erosion of the value of collateralized obligations as market prices moved pro-
duced, in effect, a "global margin call". (...) Losses incurred in Russia and other
emerging markets by leveraged investors - including banks, brokerage houses and
hedge funds - raised the prospect for distressed sales of other risky assets by such
investors.
In this paper we present a simple model that identifies the role played by collateral con-
straints in generating large price sensitivity and spillover effects across markets. We consider
a two-period symmetric information world with heterogeneous agents. Investors have mean-
variance preferences and can buy risky assets on margin. The leveraged positions they hold
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'Bank For International Settlements (1999).
will be booked to market to monitor the equity-collateral ratio level. If it falls below a certain
threshold, called margin requirement, the agent receives a margin call and has to sell risky
assets to reduce leverage. For large price falls, the liquidation of the whole position might not
be enough to extinguish the agent's liabilities. In this case the agent is declared bankrupt and
exits financial markets. We consider different institutional setups depending on whether or not
the agent's positions are netted out before margin requirements are applied.
Margin constraints can create spillover effects across markets. If a negative shock in one
specific asset produces margin calls, portfolio diversification induces investors to reduce their
positions in all assets. As a consequence asset prices fall even in markets with unchanged
fundamentals. Contagion effects can be produced irrespectively of the specific institutional
characteristic of the margin contract. Whether the collateral requirements are applied to each
individual security in the agent's portfolio or to the agent's total position in risky assets, even
a small negative shock in one market can propagate globally.
We also find that collateral constraints can generate a self reinforcing mechanism that
amplifies negative price movements 2. A negative shock might induce a reduction in market
prices that triggers margin calls. When this happens, leveraged investors have to unwind
their positions, further reducing equilibrium prices and further triggering margin calls. This
self-reinforcing mechanism accelerates price movements and might be so strong to drive some
participants out of the market. The default of major investors can then generate significant
jumps in the price schedule.
There is a small literature on the role played by margin constraints in financial markets. In
a seminal paper, Shleifer and Vishny (1997) are the first to point out that, when arbitrageurs
rely on external funds, they might not be able to fully exploit arbitrage opportunities and, as a
consequence, asset prices might deviate from fundamental values. In an intertemporal extension
with market segmentation, Gromb and Vayanos (2000) identify the externalities associated with
arbitrageurs that face margin constraints.
Yuan (2000) is the closest paper to ours. In a CARA-Normal framework with asymmetrically
informed investors, she introduces borrowing constraints to explain crisis, contagion and obtain
2A similar mechanism has important implications in credit cycles theories. See Kiyotaki and Moore (1997)
and Krishnamurthy (2000).
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asymmetric price movements. Her model is more general than ours in assuming that agents
might not have the same information, yet it is also more specific in several other aspects. First,
we formalize and study the margin contracts that are actually found in practice, which do
not necessarily lead to demands always linear in prices (as Yuan (2000) assumes). Second, we
show that the contagion result is robust to different types of margin constraints and not only
to those in which the margin requirement is applied after the agent's positions are netted out.
Third, consistently with the imposition of margin constraints, we assume the existence of short-
selling requirements and the possibility that agents might default. For the same reason agency
problems3 induce borrowers to cap lenders' leverage by using the risky asset as collateral, when
an agent short-sells a stock, she is typically required to deposit a certain amount of bonds to
secure her obligations. In our model, and in reality, the imposition of this additional requirement
might realistically lead to bankruptcy. Using this assumption, which Yuan (2000) does not
consider, we are able to obtain results similar to hers even in an economy with symmetrically
informed investors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define the model and the
equilibrium concept. In section 3 we discuss the individual decision problems. Section 4 is
devoted to the analysis of the equilibrium properties and section 5 concludes.
3.2 Model
We consider a two periods financial economy (t = 0, 1) in which agents can trade in J risky
asset and a risk-free short lived bond. The bond is in zero supply and pays one unit of the
numeraire in the second period. The risky assets, henceforth called stocks, are in unit supply
and pay a stochastic dividend in the second period. We denote by d the stocks payoff vector
and indicate with u and Q the expectation and variance-covariance matrix of d. We will also
indicate with cri the variance of stock i payoff, di. In order to guarantee positive equilibrium
prices we make the following
Assumption 1. In expectation the stock pays more than the bond, j > , and compensates for
its riskiness, u > L.
3 See Aghion, Bacchetta and Banerjee (1998) and Stein (1995).
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There is a continuum of agents in the economy. All agents consume only in the last period,
have mean-variance preferences 4 and are equally informed. Agents are heterogenous in their
initial endowments. We assume that there are two classes of agents, I and L, and normalize
to one the measure of agents present in each class. Type I agents have a positive endowment
in bonds and are therefore born as investors in the bond market. Type L agents are instead
endowed with a negative amount of bonds and are therefore initially leveraged. Both classes of
agents have (possibly different) positive stock endowments.
The main objective of this paper is to study the case in which agents can take leveraged
positions on each stock by buying on margin. More specifically, we assume that each agent can
borrow only up to a certain percentage of the current stock value and consider two extreme
examples of the types of margin constraints found in practice. Denote by 7r the vector of stock
prices, and by xh and ah agent h's stocks and bond holdings. When the agent's positions are
netted out before the margin requirement is applied, agent h's ability to borrow is limited by5
-h < (1-m) r xh (3.1)
where m E (0, 1) represents the margin requirement. Henceforth we will call (3.1) global margin
constraint.
When the requirement is calculated on each stock separately. The agent faces a different
constraint for each stock
_ah < (1-mj) rjx, j = 1,..,J (3.2)
We will refer to (3.2) as local margin constraints. In order to simplify the exposition and make
our results comparable across the two cases we assume
1 -mj = J(1 -m), j = 1, ., J. (3.3)
Notice that (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent when there is only one asset in the economy (J = 1).
4All results can be easily generalized to the case in which agents are heterogeneous in risk aversion.
6Withouth loss of generality we assume that the bond net return is always zero. Since all agents consume
only in the last period, Walras law implies that the bond market is redundant and, therefore, the equilibrium
bond price indeterminate.
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In both cases, given the stock price, larger margin requirements further restrict how much an
agent can borrow to buy stocks. Indeed, once a leveraged position has been taken, the stock
value represents the collateral against which the agent has borrowed and the margin requirement
establishes how much collateral must be deposited. It should be emphasize that both (3.1) and
(3.2) differ from the type of constraints that lines of credit generate. In the latter leverage is
limited to a fixed notional amount independent from the assets value6 . As we shall see, even
though (3.1) is equivalent to a line of credit at individual decision level, it creates profoundly
different equilibrium properties.
Borrowers use margin contracts to cap the amount of leverage lenders can take by using
the risky assets as collateral. For the same reason, when an agent short-sells a stock, she is
typically required to deposit a certain amount of bonds to secure her obligations. For simplicity
of exposition and notation, we assume more drastically that all agents face the no short-selling
constraint 7
x h > 0. (3.4)
In addition to the margin and no short-selling constraints, each agent faces a standard budget
constraint
r zxh + ah < Wh, (3.5)
where Wh is the initial agent wealth. Overall agent h's consumption ch must then satisfy
ch . h cyh
.r Xh + ah < Wh
(3.6)
h > 0, j = 1,...,J
either (3.1) or (3.2)
As we show in the next proposition, the consumption set (3.6) can be empty.
Proposition 1. Consumption set (3.6) is empty if and only if agent h's initial wealth Wh is
6Grossman and Vila (1992) study the intertemporal investment problem of an investor faced with both margin
and borrowing constraints.
7All results in the paper hold with more general forms of short-selling constraints as long as the collateral
requirements necessary to estabilish a short position in the stock are larger than the margin requirements. This
assumption is consistent with standard market practices.
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negative.
Since all agent have a positive stock endowment. a necessary condition for the consumption
set to be empty is an initial leveraged position on the stocks. In this case, when stock prices
become sufficiently low, the initial wealth becomes negative and the agent cannot satisfy the
budget, margin and no short-selling constraints. Indeed, as stock prices reduce, the agent has to
cut back his stock positions on margin calls to reintegrate the leverage-collateral ratio required
by the margin constraint. At extremely low prices, the agent can reduce leverage only by
short-selling stocks, but this is prevented by the no short-selling constraint.
A graphical account of this mechanism can be gained in the case in which there is only one
risky asset and the global and local constraints coincide. Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate,
in the a - x space, the margin, no short-selling and budget constraints (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5),
respectively.
In figure 3-1 we report the investment possibility set for a type L investor. We indicate
with (a, x) the investor's endowment in bond and stock. The budget constraint is represented
by the line passing through the endowment point with slope -1/7r. The margin constraint
intersects the origin and has slope -1/ [(1 - m) 7r]. The no short-selling constraint is binding
at the horizontal axis. Since the margin constraint is steeper than the budget constraint, as the
stock price decreases the investment possibility set shrinks. In figure 3-2, the stock price is low
enough to trigger margin calls. The initial endowment point is not anymore in the investment
set and the agent has to sell stocks to reduce leverage. In figure 3-3, the consumption set is
empty. The stock price is so low that the agent should short-sell the stock in order to meet
margin calls.
When type L agents' wealth becomes negative and constraints (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) cannot
be satisfied, type L agents are declared bankrupt and their stock positions liquidated. The
notion of bankruptcy is formalized in the following assumption.
Assumption 2. If WL < 0, type L agents are declared bankrupt in that
xL = 0 and W1 = 7r · L.
Bankruptcy involves the liquidation of type L agents' leveraged positions in favor of their
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XFigure 3-1: Budget set for type L agent with positive wealth. The arrows represent the move-
ments determined by a decrease in the stock price.
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borrowers, type I agents. As a consequence, type I agents' initial wealth is given by the
value of the whole stock supplies. We also assume that bankruptcy implies the exclusion from
participation to financial markets.
In choosing her optimal consumption-investment strategy, agent h maximizes Eu (ch)
]E (Ch) - Var (ch) /2 subject to the consumption set (3.6). Since the bond represents the nu-
meraire, the definition of equilibrium involves only the stock market.
Definition 1. The stock price 7r and the agents' optimal stock holdings xh, h E IUL, constitute
an equilibrium iff the stock market clears, i.e.
I L = 1 (3.7)
The equilibrium consumption and bond allocations can then be recovered using the budget
constraints (3.5) and recalling that ch - h + c h .
3.3 Individual Decisions
In this section we solve and interpret the optimal decision problem of both classes of investors.
Since they differ only in terms of initial endowments, in the following proposition we can
characterize all agents' optimal portfolio strategy.
Proposition 2. If Wh > 0, agent h's optimal holdings xh solve
h= Q- ( Rh 7 ,) > 0 (3.8)
where 7 E RJ are the no short-selling constraints multipliers and
1. if the global margin constraint (3.1) is imposed, Rh is given by the scalar
Rh = max {1, [(7r (/ +q) - -) / r (3 }.9)
M
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2. if the local margin constraint (3.2) is imposed, Rh is given by the matrix
Rh =I Zi AjMj
j= ,...,J
where Aj E + is the multiplier of stock j local margin constraint (3.2) and
lVIj the identity matrix with mj in the jth diagonal element.
When margin requirements are applied after the agent's positions are netted out (case 1),
we are able to solve for the margin constraint multiplier. If Rh = 1, the margin constraint is not
binding and the optimal portfolio strategy is linear in the price vector r. Since the bond return
and the financing cost is zero, the stock prices r represent the whole cost of buying stocks. The
margin constraint becomes binding as Rh > 1. When this happens the cost of buying stocks
is not only represented by 7r but increases to Rh7r. Now the agent has to meet the additional
requirement that the total stock expenditure must not exceed the multiple 1/r of the agent's
wealth and therefore has to reallocate her portfolio to obtain the funds necessary to purchase
additional individual stocks.
We now study in detail two particular cases. First we consider an economy in which there
is only one risky asset and therefore the two types of margin constraints coincide. Then we
assume the existence of two independent stocks and analyze the differences between the optimal
policies of the two margin constraints regimes.
3.3.1 One Asset
When there is only one risky asset in the economy, we calculate the investors' optimal portfolio
strategy in closed form.
Proposition 3. Assume J = 1. If Wh > O, agent h's optimal portfolio strategy is8
h hri) +
xi = I (1t R u) (3.10)
and R = max {,7rj (, _ m ).r In particular, the no short-selling constraint and the
8Given a vector z R J, we denote by z + the non-negative part of z, i.e. z+ = max{O, z} .
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Figure 3-4: Optimal stock holdings of type I investors in the one asset economy. Unconstrained
solution reported in dotted lines. Derivation in the appendix.
margin constraint can both be binding iff hujh = .
The no short-selling constraint induces the agent to stop buying the stock whenever the cost
of buying one additional unit Rh7r1 exceeds the expected payoff Al. Due to the presence of the
margin constraint, this can happen not only when the price is so large that becomes attractive
to short the stock for speculative reasons, but also when the price is too low. Since there exists
only one risky asset, margin and no short-selling constraints can both be binding only when
the agent is penniless and wealth becomes zero.
In corollary 1 we explicitly write the optimal stock holdings of a type I agent as function
of the stock price.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of proposition 3, if ah > 0, agent h's optimal portfolio
strategy is
(P-7 1) /` 1 if 7ri E [,] U [1, 1]
0 L if 1l > l
where i and Tri are given in the appendix. In particular, [rL, 1] = 0 if h > m ( u1 - alhlm) 2 /4ol .
Figure 3-4 illustrates corollary 1. For very large price levels, the stock is so expensive
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Figure 3-5: Optimal stock holdings of type L investors in the one asset economy. Unconstrained
solution reported in dotted lines. Derivation in the appendix.
that the agent does not borrow. As the price decreases, the stock becomes a more attractive
investment opportunity and the agent might decide to borrow in order to buy stocks. If the
agent has a low enough bons endowment, the margin constraint becomes binding forcing the
agent to buy less than the optimal unconstrained amount (the dashed line in figure 3-4). At low
prices, the stock is so cheap with respect to the cost of leverage, that the margin constraint stops
being binding. Notice that, since type I agents are not initially leveraged, the no short-selling
constraint becomes binding only when the stock price is high enough.
The optimal investment strategy of leveraged investors is explicitly expressed in terms of
the stock price in the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Under the conditions of proposition 3, if ah < O, agent h's optimal portfolio
strategy is ( I-1rl) /o1 if 7rl E [-iT,1 l]
(xln + as/7r1) /m if r1 E [-ah/, Th.]
0 O if l, E [0, -ah/ln] U [l, +oo)
where h is given in the appendix.
Figure 3-5 illustrates corollary 2. As the price drops, the margin constraint becomes binding
when the agent's stock holdings cannot guarantee the collateral level considered necessary to
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secure the pre-existing leverage position. In practice, and in our model, this situation triggers a
margin call and requires the agent to sell stocks in order to restore the leverage-collateral ratio
required by the margin constraint. Hence, even though the stock is cheap and the agent would
like to buy more of it9 , margin calls force a stock sell-off. A large enough price drop might even
destroy the agent wealth leaving her with the only option to short-sell the stock in order to pay
off her leverage. In our model, this is prevented by the no short-selling constraint and the agent
is declared bankrupt i 0. Notice that, for type L agents, the no short-selling constraint can be
binding not only when prices are high enough to make short-selling an attractive speculative
opportunity, but also when prices are so low that short-selling is the only way to reduce leverage.
3.3.2 Two Independent Assets
The global and local margin constraints (3.1) and (3.2) are not equivalent when agents can invest
in more than one stock. In order to emphasize the role of margin constraints in determining
spillover effects, in this section we consider the example of two independent assets. First we
analyze the case in which the agent's positions are netted out before the margin requirements
is applied.
Global Margin Constraint
Proposition 3 generalizes in the case of two independent assets and global margin constraint.
Proposition 4. Assume J = 2 and Cov (dl, d2) =O0. If Wh > 0, agent h's optimal portfolio
strategy is
- , = 1, 2, (3.11)
and
Rh = max{1, RcRn C, R2mc}
where
m 1( Wh
Rm = al=- - and Riic = i 12.
() 2 ±fa2 i /7i irm
gThe uncostrained optimal holdings are reported in the dashed line of figure 3.2.
1 0See assumption 2.
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We illustrate proposition 4 using numerical simulations. In both figure 3-6 and 3-7 we have
assumed the parameters of table 3.1. The two figures differ in the level of the stock 2 price.
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
1 -1 l 2 |2 | h a ' m|
1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 -0.35 0.6
In figure 3-6 we' assume a stock 2 price of 7r2 = 0.75. The top graphs reports the optimal
holdings as functions of the stock 1 price with the dashed lines representing the unconstrained
optimal strategies. As for the bottom graphs. To the left we have reported the behavior of
wealth (dashed line) and total stocks expenditure (solid line). To the right, we illustrate the
behavior of' Rh by plotting l l Rm C (solid line) and Rc (dashed line).
For prices higher than Al the agent does not hold stock 1 and holds the optimal uncon-
strained amount of stock 2. Total stock expenditures are lower than total wealth and the agent
invests in bonds. As 7r1 falls, the agent starts to borrow and, around 7rl = 0.8, the margin
constraint becomes binding (Rh = RmC) . Stock 1 is cheap, and the agent buys more of it by
unwinding her stock 2 position. Despite the initial leveraged position, a binding margin con-
straint does not necessarily trigger margin calls since the agent can obtain additional funds by
selling the other stocks in her portfolio. At 7rl = 0.4, the no short-selling constraint becomes
binding for stock 2 (Rh = Rmc) . Yet, the stock price is low enough, compared to the financing
cost, that the agent can still borrow and increase her position in stock 1. As rl approaches zero,
the agent is even able to re-diversify her portfolio by buying back some of stock 2. This property
does not hold in figure 3-7, where we have assumed a lower price for stock 2 (7r2 = 0.65). In this
case, the collateral value of the agent's stock holdings is lower and requires the liquidation of her
position in stock 1 as soon as the no short-selling constraint for stock 2 becomes binding. For
low enough stock 1 prices, the agent cannot meet the margin constraint without short-selling
stocks and is declared bankrupt.
11R`c is always below both RmC and R"c and has not been plotted to preserve graph clarity.
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Figure 3-6: Optimal stock holdings of a type L investor faced with global margin constraints.
Unconstrained solutions reported in dashed lines. Wealth and stock expenditures in the bottom
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ir2 = 0.65.
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Local Margin Constraint
In figure 3-8 we compare the optimal stock holdings of a type L agent faced with local margin
constraints, with the corresponding optimal policies when faced with a global margin constraint.
We keep the parameters of table 3.1 and use assumption (3.3) to make the solutions of the
two optimization problems comparable. The margin requirements of the local constraints are
then given by
ml = m2 = 0.2.
As in the previous section, the graphs of the top and bottom rows differ in the level of the stock
2 price. In both cases, the optimal holdings of stock 1 have similar behaviors across the two
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types of margin contracts, with the agent able to buy less with the local constraints. Indeed,
with local constraints, the margin requirement is calculated on each position separately reducing
the agent's buying power. As for stock 2 optimal holdings. As soon as the margin constraint
(3.2) binds for stock 1, the agent starts selling stock 2 in order to take advantage of the good
investment opportunity in the other market. Even though with local margin constraints the
agent starts selling stock 2 before, stock 2 is initially sold faster when the agent is faced with
global margin requirements, but eventually the sell-off is stronger with the local constraints.
3.4 Equilibrium
In this section we specialize the model to the cases of one and two independent assets to study
how equilibrium prices respond to negative shocks in the economy fundamentals. The analysis
in the two asset economy is performed using numerical simulations.
3.4.1 One Asset
In the appendix we derive the demand schedule presented in figure 3-9.
When 7rl is close to the stock expected payoff l1, both agents' demands are equal to the
optimal unconstrained level. At 7r1 = fOL, type L agents' margin constraints become binding
inducing them to reduce their stock position. The slope of the aggregate demand decreases
in absolute value and eventually becomes positive. At rl = ryl, type L agents' wealth is zero
and they exit from financial markets by liquidating their positions to type I agents. Under the
conditions reported in the appendix, the aggregate demand becomes again decreasing in the
price ir, thus opening the possibility for multiple equilibria as illustrated in figure 3-9.
Margin constraints can generate amplified and discontinuous price movements in response to
changes in parameters and, in particular, in the expected stock payoff 1 . Consider equilibrium
E 1 of figure 3-9. Even a small negative shock to l1 might shift downwards aggregate stock
demand enough to generate large continuous price movements (r(0) to 7ri)) or even larger
discontinuous jumps (7r(?) to r(2)). In our model this might occur when many agents present
in the market have leveraged positions in the risky asset, and even a small reduction in the
price triggers margin calls. When this happens, leveraged investors have to unwind their stock
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Figure 3-9: Aggregate stock demand and equilibria in the one asset economy. The effects of
negative shocks to expected stock payoff are illustrated in the graphs to the right.
positions, further reducing the equilibrium price and further triggering margin calls. This
self-reinforcing mechanism accelerates price movements, and might be so strong to drive some
participants out of the market and generate jumps in the price schedule.
3.4.2 Two Independent Assets
To emphasize the role of margin constraints in generating spillover effects across markets, we
consider the case of two independent assets and illustrate our findings by using numerical
simulations. We first consider margin constraint (3.1).
Global Margin Constraints
The parameters values are the same of table 3.1 with aL = _a = h and I = L = xh.
In figure 3-10, we plot the equilibrium prices as functions of the asset 1 expected payoff ,1.
When multiple equilibria arise, we choose the highest prices and therefore focus on the type E 1
equilibria of figure 3-9. In dashed lines, we also report the equilibrium prices of a frictionless
economy in which no margin constraints are imposed.
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Figure 3-10: Equilibrium prices as function of the stock 1 expected payoff ul when agents face
local margin constraints. The dashed lines represent the equilibrium of the frictionless economy.
Simulation parameters in table 3.1 with aL = _aI = ah and = = Fh
At large values of , the constrained and frictionless equilibrium coincide. As Al reaches
1.25, the margin constraint becomes binding for leveraged investors so they start selling stock 2
in order to buy stock 1. Margin constraints reduce the aggregate stock demand for both assets
and prices in both markets have to fall. Notice that, even though stock 2 fundamentals are
unchanged and the two assets are independent, the negative shock in the first market propagates
to the second and moves stock 2 price away from the constant unconstrained level. As u1 reduces
further, type L agents start unwinding their positions in stock 1 and price reactivity to changes
in Az1 grows up to infinity. At Ai = 0.66, leveraged investors' wealth becomes negative, they
are declared bankrupt and equilibrium prices jump to the levels necessary to induce type I
investors to hold all stock supplies.
Local Margin Constraints
In figure 3-11 we plot equilibrium prices as function of the stock 1 expected payoff when agents
face the individual margin constraints (3.2). We use the simulation parameters of table 3.1
and assumption (3.3) to make the results comparable with the previous section. The individual
margin requirements are then given by ml = m2 = 0.2. In dashed lines we report the equilibrium
prices of the corresponding economy with the global margin constraint, and in dotted lines the
values of the economy without margin constraints.
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Figure 3-11: Equilibrium prices as function of the stock 1 expected payoff A1 when agents
face local margin constraints. Simulation parameters in table 3.1 with OdL = -_I = ah and
tI = L = h
The behavior and values of equilibrium prices are remarkably similar across the two types of
margin contracts. In particular the spillover effect is still present in almost the same magnitude.
Notice that, consistently with the individual decision analysis of section 3.2.2, at high values
of A1 prices are lower with local margin constraints than with global margins, and even lower
than the equilibrium prices in the frictionless economy. The stronger requirement that each
individual account must be booked to market in the local margin contract determines the
default of leveraged investors for higher 1l than in the situation where positions are netted out
before the margin requirement is applied.
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3.5 Conclusion
We extend the standard CAPM framework by requiring mean-variance agents to face margin
and no short-selling constraints and introducing the possibility of default. The model identifies
the role played by collateral requirements in determining amplified price movements, disconti-
nuities in the price schedule and spillover effects across markets. We show that the contagion
result is robust to different specifications of the margin contract. We argue that the analysis
can help in rationalizing the events of Summer 1998, in particular the contagion effect triggered
by Russia's default and the collapse of LTCM.
Further research should focus on the specification, and empirical implementation of a CAPM
type formula, for the determination of cross-sectional asset returns in the presence of the col-
lateral constraints analyzed in this work.
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3.6 Appendix
3.6.1 Proof of Proposition 1
If agent h's initial wealth Wh is non-negative, the portfolio strategy of not investing at all
xh = 0 and c&h = 0 satisfies all constraints and yields zero consumption. If agent h's initial
wealth is negative, from the budget constraint (3.5), the no short-selling constraint (3.4) and
m E (0, 1), we have -ah > r . xh > Wjx > (1 - m) rjx which contradicts margin constraint
of stock j.
3.6.2 Proof of Proposition 2
WVe denote by MA/j the identity matrix with mj in the jth diagonal element and, using the budget
constraint (3.5), write in matrix form the local margin constraints (3.2) as
7r'Mjx < Wh, j = 1,..., J.
Similarly we rewrite the global margin constraint (3.1)
mr ·xh < Wh .
The first order conditions yield
zh = - (- 7r - ?+ 7) (3.12)
where 7 E R are the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers of the no short-selling constraints and
1. if the global margin constraint (3.1)is imposed, we denote by Ag E R+ its multiplier and
obtain F = mA°
2. if the local margin constraints (3.2)are imposed, we denote by Aj E R+ the multiplier of
stock j constraint and obtain F = Aj= 1,.J AMj.
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In case 1. we can solve for A9 using (3.12)
mAg = 7r. -Q (Q1 +i ) -Wh/ _1.Hence, when the margin co straint is binding,the opt mal portfolio hold-17
Hence, when the margin constraint is binding. the optimal portfolio holdings satisfy
h = -1 (-b
W- -1 ( + vr) - W h/m n)
TF 42 -1 7 7(7
If the margin constraint is not binding Ag = 0 and the optimal portfolio holdings are given by
Xnb = n1 ( - + wr) 
The margin constraint is not binding if and only if xnb > xbh which can be rewritten
1> 72 Q ( +7r) - Wh/m
7r Q -_1r
3.6.3 Proof of Proposition 3
Directly from proposition 2 we have
x = C(1-( -R l + 771 and Rh =max{01 '1 071 Whl7r1 m
If the no short-selling constraint is not binding, r7l = 0 and optimal holdings are given by
(3.10).
If the no short-selling constraint is binding, we have to distinguish two cases depending on
whether the margin constraint is binding or not. If Rh = 1, 71 = 7r - ul and (3.10) yields
1 = O0. If Rh > 1, 7 must solve
1rl l ) 71 = 0+ i ml
which is satisfied for any 77l if and only if Wh = 0. It is then easy to verify that (3.10) with
Wh = 0 implies xl = 0. In particular this result implies that the no short-selling and margin
constraints can be both binding only for type L agents.
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A - - A i
3.6.4 Proof of Corollaries 1 and 2, and Figures 3-4 and 3-5.
When the margin constraint is binding, from (3.5) and (3.1) we infer that the stock holdings
must satisfy
xl = 1h( + .
From proposition 3, we know that the no short-selling constraint and the margin constraints
can be binding if and only if the agent's wealth is zero. When the no short-selling constraint is
not binding, q7i = 0 and the margin constraint is binding iff Rh > 1 or
( - <
where (h, ah) is the agent's initial endowment. The inequality does not have any solution iff
0h >mQ (8 O1 ._ th)2 (3.13)
and therefore the margin constraint might never be binding for type I agents. When (3.13)
does not hold, the margin constraint is binding if 7r E [ih, ] where
Notice that r h > 0 if only if ah > 0 and /~ > > 0.
3.6.5 Proof of Proposition 4
In the case of two independent assets, (3.8) and (3.9) of proposition 2 can be rewritten
Xi - RhXi Rh = max {1, R} . (3.14)
where
(Al+ r71) +c(/ 2 72) -
(rl)2 (72)2
Cl ' 02
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It is then easy to verify that Rh E { 1, Rm, RlJC, R C}. Moreover, the following equivalences
hold
RmC > R c L > RcrŽl X> n1 > RmC7rl (3.15)
kR > Rcc 2 > R`C~72 X 2 > RmC72 (3.16)
; > R ,mC7ri X Wh > 0, i = 1,2 (3.17)
If Rh = 1, (3.14) can be trivially rewritten xm = (i - 7ri)+ /oi , i = 1, 2. If Rh > 1, it is easy
to verify the equivalence of (3.14) and the proposition statement by using (3.15), (3.16), (3.17)
and distinguishing the four possible cases: l > R2C7rl and 2 > RC7r 2, /t1 > R2m7rl and
/ 2 < R 1 7r2, A1 < R2 c7r and >2 Ž Rc7r 2, 1 < mCTyI1 and p < Rmc'72.
3.6.6 Derivation of Figure 3-9
Denote by AD the aggregate stock demand xz + Xz. From corollaries 1 and 2 it is easy to verify
that AD = 0 for all 7rl > /, and that AD is strictly decreasing in n7r for 7rl E (-7r, zl). Corollary
2 implies that there must be a price r fE (-aL/ 4L, f] at which AD has positive slope. In the
price range (0, -aL/L 4 ], assumption 2 and corollary 1 imply that the stock aggregate demand
is given by
(I -i7(1 ) /o1 if 71 E [i -
1/m otherwise
Hence a necessary condition to have multiple equilibria is
PL-h < -aeL/Z <s u1- f, (3.18)
which becomes sufficient if AD (TL) > 1.
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